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This report documents the results of the dynamic testing and analysis of the fuselage panels
of a 1957 Rockwell Aero Commander light aircraft. The work was performed in accordance
with Wyle Labs purchase contract order No. 9·06365 and in support of NASA funded
Columbia University research on noise transmission in light twin engined aircraft.
The work was performed during the week of March 23-27, 1981 at Columbia University,
Engineering School under the direction of Professor R. Vaicaitus in the Civil Engineering
Department. Limited data analysis was performed the first week of April.
Those participating in the project were as follows:
Columbia University
R. Vaicaitus, Professor Civil Engineering
Wyle Laboratories
A. LAbrahamson, Ph.D., Engineering Contract Administrator
SDRC
D. Geisler, Project Engineer, Vehicle Systems Testing








































The reduction of interior noise in light aircraft has been the aim of several on going research
efforts funded by NASA. These efforts have been concerned with both the noise source and
the noise transmission mechanism. One such effort concerns one of the dominant source-path
combinations for interior cabin noise, the thin fuselage sidewall. This effort is being carried
out by a team at Columbia University School of Engineering headed by Professor R. Vaicaitus.
The approach used by Professor Vaicaitus is theoretical in nature and involves sophisticated
modeling of the sidewall panels and stiffeners. The work presented in this report was perform-
ed to provide experimental data from which to verify and supplement the dynamic charac-
teristics predicted by the analytical models.
The test article for these experiments was the scraped, gutted fuselage of a twin engined
1957 Rockwell Aero Commander. This aircraft was the subject of many other tests investigat-
ing cabin noise of light aircraft while at the Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia.
Some of the previous tests performed on this aircraft involved studying the effects of mass and
stiffness treatments to the sidewalls. Therefore the results of this work will include the dy-
namic characteristics of some treated panels to contrast with the untreated original sidewall
panels.
The results documented in this report were obtained using experimental modal analysis tech-
. niques. See references for technical papers describing this technique. These results include
the natural frequencies, modal damping, and mode shapes of selected panels. Frequency
response functions are provided for most panels whereas the modal parameters were extracted
for specific panels. A summary of the modal parameters of those selected panels is presented
first. Subsequent to the summary is a bulk data presentation including the test setup docu-
mentation, data acquisition techniques and data analysis techniques.
While the primary objectives of this work were focused on local panel dynamic responses,
some additional data was acquired relating to the global (involving two or more panels)
fuselage response. Also, acoustic response measurements were made. This involved measuring
the sound pressure level of several locations in the pilot/passenger cavity due to a single point
mechanical excitation of the fuselage sidewall. These global response and acoustic response











































This section summarizes the data presented in the subsequent pages of this report. Included
in the summary is a table of the data acquired during the testing performed on-site and also a
table summarizing the panel frequencies and damping. Actual frequency response functions
and mode shapes are presented in the bulk data sections of the report.
Table 111.1 summarizes the data acquired. It indicates the type of data acquired, impact driving
point transfer functions or random excitation cross transfer functions, and how much of each.
Impact frequency response functions were used to determine the local panel resonances
whereas random excitation data was used to generate global resonances. This was done because
impacting the panels did not excite global modes, whereas the random excitation excited
many fuselage modes. Table 111.1 also indicates the panels for which mode shapes and
damping were calculated.
Tables 111.2 and 111.3 summarize the panel frequencies and modal damping for the panels for
which this information was generated. Panel frequencies are presented with a tolerance of
+/- 2 Hz in most cases. Modal damping was calculated for well defined modes on some panels,
and is presented as percent of critical viscous damping. Following are some general observations
of the data.
1. Modal damping ranges from .3 - 1.0 percent of critical for the untreated panels.
2. Damping on the honeycomb treated panels range from .6 to 2.6 percent of critical.
3. Damping on the windows and door is much higher at 4 - 10 percent of critical.
4. Individual panel frequencies start above 100 Hz, the first being at 113 Hz for panel 2P.
5. The first fuselage sidewall global mode appears to be at approximately 60 Hz (possibly
around 50 Hz). The term global mode is meant to imply a mode involving more than
one individual panel.
6. Global modes are apparent up to 200 Hz such that some modes presented in this report
in the range 100 - 200 may be more global than local in nature.
7. Honeycomb stiffening increases the first panel mode in frequency only slightly. For
exampl,e the first panel mode of panellS, honeycomb stiffened, is at 167 Hz while
the first mode of panel lP, untreated, is at 150 Hz.
8. However, most noteworthy of the honeycomb treated panels is that the panel mode
shapes are changed drastically. Compare the mode shape at 169 Hz of panel lS, page
78, with the mode shape of panel lP at 161 Hz, page 128. The honeycomb stiffened
panels demonstrate more continuous behavior across the stringer and frame boundaries
than the unstiffened panels do.
9. Acoustic response of the cavity due to single point mechanical excitation of the side-
wall appeared linear with respect to excitation force in the range tested. That is, when
the force is doubled from 1 pound RMS to 2 pounds RMS the sound pressure level




Functions Acquired Mode Shapes Damping
Panel 10 Impact Random Calculated Calculated
1P 6 Full Grid Yes Yes
2P 3 Full Grid Yes Yes





7P 1 3 Yes
8p· 1 3 Yes
Port Fuselage Yes
Port Windscreen 1 3 Yes
15 4 Full Grid Yes Yes
45 4 6 Yes
65 6 Full Grid Yes Yes
75 4 6 Yes








































Aero Commander, Starboard Side Panel Frequencies
and Damping (percent of critical)
Panel Identification
Mode 1S 4S 6S 75 8S (window)
Number f 0 f 0 f 0 f 0 f 0
1 167 120 .7 171 .7 135@ 107 @ 10.0
2 179 .8 134 1.0 242 <D .6 172 @ 155 5.0
3 185 1.0 140 .4 263 209 G> 168 5.0
4 197 1.0 150 .7 276 .6 230 2.6 207 5.0
5 210 1.4 153 .6 330, 335 CD 248 2.0 218 5.0
6 266 190 .6 348<D .6 328 276 5.0
7 271 198 .7 380, 390<D 390 363
8 295 245 .4 444 403 1.7 400
9 320 254 .7 474 .6 457 465
10 338 .7 265 .4 537 473 540
CD Pairs of modes show up at approximately these frequencies.
(1) Most likely a global mode, involving at least 2 panels.
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8Table 111.3
Aero Commander, Port Side Frequencies







Mode 1P 2P 3P 7P (window) 8P ld.oor &) Windscreen Fuse:age~IwindowNumber f {j f {j f {j f {j f {j f {j
1 150 113 .7 158 .5 72 <V 4.0 173 108<V 10.0 61 II2 159 162 .6 201 .5 94~ 4.0 219 5.7 127 7.0 71
3 167 .6 216 228 .5 323 5.0 256 6.0 167 86 ~I4 185 .5 231 .5 270 1.0 406 4.0 185 6.0 94
5 192 .6 242<D 297 1.0 495 246 114
6 203 276 .3 400 4.9 286 6.0 137 II7 212 312 .4 750 5.0 45(1 5.3 146
8 227 .4 326 157
9 234 .7 353<D .4 161
'I10 243 .4 393 700 3.7 166
<D Modes of the smaller panel which is one of two panels comprising panel2P.
































This section of the report describes the test configuration, the test article definition and the
test techniques used in the modal data acquisition task.
IV.1 Test Configuration
The test specimens were defined as particular panel sections of an Aero Commander
fuselage sidewall. The panels bordered the passenger/pilot cavity beginning with the
door and continuing forward to and including the pilot windscreen. The aircraft fuse-
lage with wings, tail and nose gear removed was supported in a sling type cradle. The
sling straps supported the fuselage underbody just aft of the pilot side window and just
aft of the door. It was assumed that the support mechanism does not affect the local
panel properties. Figure IV.8 shows the aircraft fuselage in its cradle support.
Figures IV.1a and IV.2a show the panel identification scheme. The data presented in
this report is labeled according to this scheme. For example, panel 65 is panel no. 6
(Figure IV.1a) on the starboard side.
Data was measured at discrete locations throughout the sidewall. For identification of
where the data was taken these points are labeled with integer numbers. Figures IV.1 b
and IV.2b present an overview of the point labeling scheme. These figures do not show
all data point locations because the grid work was too dense on certain panels. Sub-
sequent figures will show all points on particular panels. Grid numbers in the range 1
through 250 are located on the starboard sidewall. All points on the port side are placed
symmetrically opposite points on the starboard side and the grid points on the port
side are labeled with numbers 1000 greater than the corresponding starboard point.
Detail data acquisition surveys were made on panels 15,65, and 85 (starboard side)
and on panels 1P and 2P on the port side. Figures IV.3 through IV.6 show the grid
point detail for these panels. Figure IV.7 shows a longitudinal line and vertical line on
the port sidewall where data was collected to document the global sidewall modes. The
longitudinal line in Figure IV.7 represents the frame member which joins the top row
of panels to the bottom row of panels. The vertical line in Figure IV.7 represents the
frame that joins panels 6P and 7P and panels 2P and 3P.
10
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The coordinate system used for displaying the panel geometry and labeling the data is
the right hand cartesian system. The X direction corresponds to the fore-aft direction,
positive being forward. The Y direction is positive up in the vertical direction while the
Z direction corresponds to the lateral direction positive to the starboard side.
All data presented in this report is labeled with the point number and direction X, Y,
or Z that correspond to the location and sense at which the data was obtained.
IV.2 Data Acquisition
The objective of the data acquisition task of this work was to experimentally measure
the appropriate frequency response functions, FR F, from which to extract the desired
panel modal parameters. The frequency response functions, sometimes referred to as a
transfer function, is the ratio of the output response to the input force. In this case the
FRF is acquired, stored and displayed in units of g's/pound (acceleration response/input
force) as a function of frequency. The functions presented in this report are labeled
with two coordinates. The first coordinate represents force input location and direc-
tion while the second coordinate represents the response location and direction.
For example, FRF 1Z-, 35Z represents the response at point 35 in the +Z direction
due to a force at point 1 in the -Z direction. The FRF's were obtained using two dif-
ferent techniques. The first method involved single point random excitation. This was
accomplished by attaching an electromechanical shaker to the fuselage sidewall via a
uniaxial stinger. The stinger was instrumented with force transducer in order to meas-
ure the input force. A roving small accelerometer was then attached to the desired loca-
tion for the response measurement. Figure IV.1 0 demonstrates th is excitation method
while Figure IV.11 shows a close up of the stinger attachment. This method proved
excellent for exciting the entire fuselage sidewall and was used for extracting panel
mode shape information. The input force spectra for this technique was essentially flat
out to 1000 Hz. The exact point of excitation was in line with a fuselage frame,
which is close to a nodal line for local panel modes. Consequently, the measured
response was often composed predominantly of global fuselage modes making it
difficult, in some cases, to identify individual frequencies associated with a given panel.
The second data acquisition method involved impulse techniques. This technique re-
quires the input to be supplied by the impact of an instrumented hammer. The impulse







































The corresponding FRF was then calculated by averaging 5 such impacts. This method
was used to single out the local panel modes and typically only driving point FRF's
were acquired. These driving point FRF's exhibit well separated, well defined response
peaks and in most cases these functions were used for damping calculations. The actual
FRF's are presented in the bulk data sections.
. There was not enough energy input with the impact technique to excite global modes
or even excite the modes of surrounding panels significantly. In fact the input energy
was dissipated in local deformation of the impacted panel. The force input spectra
dropped drastically at the frequencies associated with the panel flexibility. Figure
IV.31 exemplifies the force input spectras for impacts on panels of different
flexibility. Figure IV.31 a shows the impact on panel 15 a honeycomb stiffened panel
while Figure IV.31 b is the force spectra for an impact on a large very flexible panel,
panel 45.
In summary, the impulse technique applied on the panel itself, was best suited for
identifying the individual panel frequencies and extracting the modal damping for
those frequencies. The random excitation applied at a centrally located frame member,
was best suited for acquiring the modal deformation patterns of the individual panels
as well as the overall fuselage. The random excitation also excited acoustic response in































Starboard Sidewall, as Viewed from Port Side
(b)
Data Point Labeling Scheme (Overview)
(All Points Except Detail Grid on Panels 1, 6 and 8)
®
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Data Point Labeling Scheme (Overview)
(All Points Except Detail Grid on Panels 1. and 2)
Figure IV.2






























Panel 65, Data Point Identification
Figure IVA






Panel 1P and 2P
Data Point Identification
F.igure IV.5
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Data Analysis consisted of the determination of the: (1) mode shapes, and (2) modal
damping corresponding to the panel resonant frequencies. This section describes the
procedures used for determining the parameters desired.
The modal deformation patterns (or mode shapes) presented in this report were gener-
ated by extracting the imaginary component at the desired frequency for each transfer
function of the panel. This type of mode shape is referred to as a quadrature mode
shape. These coefficients are stored in a file for each mode and can be superimposed
on the geometry of the panel for visual display of the deformation pattern. This dis-
play can be animated at the computer console or statically displayed for hard copy
documentation.
The use of quadrature mode shapes assumes well separated real normal modes at reso-
nance. This implies that the imaginary component of the transfer function is at a maxi-
mum (absolute value) at resonance while the real component is at zero. Thus the modal
amplitude is equal to the amplitude of the imaginary component of the function at the
resonant frequency. In general, this approach is adequate for the lower order panel
modes.
Figures IV.32 a and b graphically depict the above discussion. Figure IV.32a is the
Bode frequency response plot for response location 322 on panel 65 while exciting
at location 1Z. This plot is an amplitude and phase versus frequency display. Figure
IV.32b displays the real and imaginary components of the same function shown in
Figure IV.32a. The tabulated points at the side of each plot correspond to cursored
points on the plots. In Figure IV.32a the tabulated numbers correspond to the fre-
quency and total response magnitude whereas in Figure IV.32b the tabulated num-
bers correspond to frequency and imaginary component amplitude. This imaginary
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b) Real and Imaginary Components versus Frequency
Figure IV.32
Transfer Function 1Z - 32Z, Panel 65
32
Modal Damping is determined by using a multi-degree of freedom, MDOF, curve fitting
algorithm on selected transfer functions. This technique is implemented in the SORe
modal analysis software package. The results of this technique include natural frequency
modal amplitude proportional to modal mass and stiffness and modal damping ratio.
The damping is viscous type ratioed to critical damping.
The general procedure involved in modal parameter estimation is outlined as follows.
First the MDOF algorithm is applied to a selected function over a desired frequency
range. Table IV.l presents the results of such an estimation. The driving point function
at location 11 06Z on panel 1P was curvefit over the frequency range of 210 - 250 Hz.
The results of this curvefit can be checked by generating a transfer function based on
the analytical results. This is accomplished by choosing the significant roots of the esti-
mation (the significant roots in Table IV.l are underlined) and building a modal para·
meter table. Table IV.2 is such a table that contains the significant results shown in
Table IV.l as well as the results of other MDOF estimations. An analytical expression
representing the sum of all the modes represented in Table IV.2 can then be generated
for comparison with the original function from which the parameters were extracted.
Figure IV.33 shows such a comparison for the parameters presented in Table IV.2.
There are certain requirements of the MDOF routine to assure accuracy in the estima-
tion results. One of these requirements is that the frequency resolution be such that
damping can be accurately estimated. The less damping present the greater the resolu-
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Comparison of Experimental Results versus Analytically Generated Results





















IV.4 Acoustic Frequency Response
Random excitation on the fuselage sidewall created motion throughout the fuselage
and consequently a significant sound pressure level. During these tests, microphones
were positioned in the pilot/passenger cavity to measure the acoustic transfer function.
These acoustic frequency response functions are calibrated in psi/lb and were measured
during excitation on both the port side, 1001Z, and the starboard side, 1Z. Four
acoustic response locations were chosen and their locations are described in Figure IV.34




101 Pilots Ear, Port Side
102 1st Passenger, Propellar Plane, Port Side
103 2nd Passenger, Port Side
104 3rd Passenger, Door, Port Side
The measured acoustic frequency response functions are presented in Figures IV.35
through IV.43. Accompanying the FRF's are power spectral densities (PSD) of the
input force, the input acceleration and the sound pressure level (SPL). Figure IV.38
shows the background noise present. Table IV.4 summarizes the overall acoustic
response in terms of RMS.
36
Table IVA
Acoustic Response to Single Point
Random Mechanical Input Summary
Force Input Acoustic Response Pounds Force Sound Pressure Accelerations
Location Location Input (RMS) Level db At Input G'S RMS
1Z-(Starboard) 101 2.28 92.2
-
" 101 0.87 83.8 -
" 102 1.88 92.3 1.2
" 102 .84 85.5 .52
10012 (Port) 101 1.84 91.5 -
" 101 .82 84.7 .50
" 102 .87 85.4 -
" 102 1.84 91.6 1.12
" 103 1.85 89.5 -
" 103 .83 82.8 -
" 104 .82 81.9 -








































for Acoustic Frequency Response'Measurements
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Acoustic Frequency Response
Location 101, Starboard Excitation
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Acoustic Frequency Response
Location 102, Starboard Excitation
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Starboard Side, Random Excitation
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Location 101, Port Side Excitation
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Location 102, Port Side Excitation
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Figure IV.42
Acoustic Frequency Response
Location 104, Port Side Excitation
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Figure IV,43
Acoustic Response Excitation
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This section presents the dynamic response of the panels in terms of mode shapes and
frequency response function. The modal deformation patterns are presented statically with
the deformed shape shown with dotted lines overlayed on top of the undeformed shape as a
solid line. Modal coefficients are also listed for selected modes. Frequency Response
Functions, (FRF), acquired via the impact technique follow the mode shapes. These functions
are plotted in a Bode diagram, log amplitude and linear phase versus log frequency. The plots
contain cursor points with the frequency and amplitude of the cursored points tabulated on
the side.
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V.l Modal Coefficients, Deformation Patterns and Frequency Response Functions
Panel6S
The mode shapes in this section are shown from an isometric viewing position. Two
separate traces are shown, one of the panel skin and one of the frame and stringer
behind the panel. The trace links are separated so as not to confuse the pattern. There
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I flODE SHAPE 4: .~ REAL, FREQ = I7e.eoo HZ1':"-
MR PI~HIE:L 63
I MODE 3HAPELOC X COEFF '( COEFF Z COEFF1 a.aeetlE-at O.eeoeE-0t -2.B288E-at 44 a.BeeOE-al a.eaeaE-at -6.2469E-ez
I 2 a.oeeaE-at a.eeeaE-at -2.0t44E-at
4S a.eaoeE-et B.eeaaE-at -t.e244E aa
3 O.aeeaE-a1 a.aeeaE-at -2.BS62E-at 46 a.BeeBE-et B.BaeeE-a1 -7.1434E-a1
4 a.eeeaE-a1 a.eeeeE-et -t.93S6E-e1 47 e.eeeSE-Bt B.eaeeE-at -1.a767E-B1
S a.BaeBE-Bt a.aaeeE-a1 -t.9379E-e1 48 a.eeaeE-at B.eeeaE-at 2.a994E-81
I 6 e.BeeOE-Bt a.eeeaE-a1 -1.7a7SE-e1 49 e.aaeeE-e1 a.aaeaE-at 1.4794E-a17 0.0aaaE-0t ~.eeeeE-at -1.3S4SE-et se a.BeeaE-at a.BeeeE-at t.4878E-0Z
8 e.aeaOE-et a.eeeaE-at -1.132aE-el 51 e.oeaaE-al a.eeeeE-al -1.le72E-e1
I 9 e.aeaaE-01 e.eeeeE-91 -8.8518E-ez
52 a.eaaeE-a1 B.eaeeE-at t.1687E-az
1e ~l. BeeBE-a1 a.oeeeE-at -S.3t76E-e2 53 e.oaeBE-at a.aeaaE-a1 9.7623E-e2
11 3.30fl0E-01 a.eeeeE-at -2.te64E-a1 54 a.eeeeE-at a.BeeeE-at -7.3546E-82
..., a.3023E-01 9.eee0E-01 -6.34SSE-02 55 B.0eeeE-0t e.oee0~701 -3.S398E-0t1':::'
:1 56 e.aaeeE-at ~. -13 3.BaOBE-01 0. BtHlaE-a1 -t.7272E-a2 a.oaBeE-at -2.8466E-at14 a.BaeBE-al a.BaeeE-Bt -1.8872E-al ~.., a.aeaaE-at a.aeaeE-a1 -2.ea4tE-82.....
15 a.eeeBE-a1 a.aeeeE-at -5.22t9E-al 58 a.aaaaE-al a.aaeeE-at 5.2942E-a2
I 16 a.aeeBE-et a.aeaeE-a1 -4.7263E-81
e:~ e.oeaaE-al a.BeeeE-at 7.95S3E-a2.... -.
t7 e.eaaaE-et a.aeaaE-B! -1.3SS8E-al 60 a.BeBBE-at a.BeeeE-at 4.le67E-tl2
t8 e~o00BE-at a.aaeeE-a1 -3.45geE-e2 51 a.eaeaE-e! a.aeeeE-at -3.6265E-e2
I 19 e.BeeeE-at a.BeeeE-a! -4.3t79E-e2
62 a.eeaaE-et a.aeBeE-at -7.5423E-ElZ
20 a.aaeOE-a! O.aaeaE-a! -5.3974E-e2 63 e.aaoeE-e! a.eeaeE-at -5.7823E-82
..,. a.ooaBE-Ol e.aeeaE-O! -!.9036E-Bt ~. e.aamlE-O! a.eeaeE-at -3.B6elE-El2~.l. o"t
..,.,
e.aoe0E-tH a.eaeeE-at 9.t709E-e2 ~e a.BeatlE-at a.aaeeE-a! -2.9568E-a2<:. ... 0";
I .,- a.aeeOE-at a.eaeeE-a! 1. 8112E-e1 66 a.oaeeE-at a.eaeeE-at -8.5889E-a3...~24 a.eeaOE-a! a.eeeaE-a1 -t.147tE-e1 67 a.0a00E-Ol a.eeeeE-B! 2.3343E-8Z25 a.BaOBE-a1 a.eBeeE-at -9.2868E-at 63 O.Bae0E-Ol O.BaeeE-at 3.093aE-82
I 26 e.800BE-ot a.eaeaE-al -9.7975E-e1
63 e.9aet.lE-al a.eaeeE-at 5.5t48E-82
.,..,
a.BaeeE-at O.BeeeE-at -t.683tE-al 70 O.e13aeE-at a.aaeeE-at 6.t2e2E-82.. c
28 a.BBeeE-a1 a.aeaeE-at 5. 9278E-e2 71 7.8849E-a3 a.eeeaE-at -9.aa66E-a2
29 9.aaeOE-01 a.aaaaE-91 2.4359E-02 72 -5.5852E-83 O.BeeeE-at -8.7579E-92
I 30 a.8eeOE-tH a.eaeeE-a1 -3.t258E-e2 73 -2. 1637E-e2 O.eeeeE-et -8.1e55E-e231 e.OatHlE-8 t a.eeaaE-at -t.6173E-a1 74 -1. 8533E-B2 0.8000E-e1 -5.8527E-e2
32 O.BeeeE-et a.aeeeE-at 7.t7t5E-e2 75 -1 8398E-e2 O.oeeeE-Ol -2.7691E-e2
I 33 8.eaaaE-at a.eeeeE-at 2.5922E-el 76 -2.Z059E-B2 a.osaeE-a1 -7.84B1E-a334 e.aeeBE-at a.eeaaE-a1 -t.2165E-0t 77 -t. 5488E-a2 a.ceeSE-a1 2. 3373E-9235 0.0eaaE-at a.aaeeE-a! -t.3e25E ae 78 -1.267ZE-e2 8.aeaaE-at 4. 2663E-e2
36 a.eeeOE-at ·a.eaeeE-a! -8.21S3E-el 79 -1. a32SE-a3 a.eeeaE-at 7.e354E-e2
I' 37 B.eaaOE-al O.aeeeE-at -t.2e06E-at 80 t.ea9tE-82 a.aeeeE-at 8. 6593E-e238 B.OOOBE-at O.aeaeE-at 2.3631E-Bl 81 O.aaaaE-Bl 6.1e61E-02 -1.5958E-a3
39 e.BeeeE-at a.aeaeE-at t.5207E-0t 82 a.aB09E-a1 1.0729E-91 -2.S294E-02
I 4e a.aeatlE-Ot a.eaeeE-at -t.a7etE-ez 83 B.eaeaE-B1 t.3559E-at -3.121tE-a241 e.eeeeE-e1 a.eaeBE-at -1.4667E-et 84 e.eoaeE-at t.4254E-01 -7.2232E-a242 a.3eeOE-a! a.aaeaE-81 6.444aE-e2 85 8.Ja00E-a1 7.852IE-0Z -1.3S46E-et































:10DE SHAPE 5: .~ REALI -'":t-,... _ 174.aea HZ.,;;.- ir'... i:.l.X -
I
MR ? AriEL 6S
MODE SHAPE
LOC i{ COEFF Y COEFF Z COEFF
1 9.9090E-0l a.BeBBE-al -l.73l6E-0l 44 e.a0eeE-0l 0.eeeeE-0l -1.8407E-0l
I 2 e.eee0E-al a.eeeeE-al -1.77l5E-Ol 45 e.aeaeE-el a.eeeeE-al 1.815lE aa3 O.e00aE-0l a.aaeeE-al -l.798SE-e1 46 a.Be0eE-al a.e00eE-al 8.2249E-01
4 e.oeeOE-el a.eeeeE-al -1.66aSE-el 47 tUlaeeE-el a.aeeeE-81 7.aS98E-a2
I 5 a.000aE-0l a.eee0E-a1 -1.3751E-0l 43 a.eaa0E-01 a.aaeeE-a1 -1.9970E-al6 a.eeoeE-al a.eeaeE-al -1.l869E-a1 49 0.eaaeE-al a.oesaE-al -1.8e63E-al7 e.eoeeE-01 a.eaaaE-0I -1.aa12E-al 5e a.aeeaE-at a.eaaeE-al 4.e826E-e3
8 a.eoa0E-al O.eaeaE-al -8.B8e6E-a2 51 a.BeeeE-el a.eeeaE-al -1.s47aE-Bl
I 9 B.aamlE-el a.BeeeE-al -6.2982E-B2 52 e.oaaaE-al a.oaoaE-al -8.4938E-e210 e.eaa0E-Ol a.eoeOE-Bl -3.8386E-e2 53 a.aeaeE-a1 0.aeaeE-01 -1.6699E-Ol
11 a.aeeaE-81 O.aoeaE-91 -1.8690E-a1 54 0.3000E-31 13.0eeO£-01 -7.6225E-02
I 12 e.aooeE-el O.eaOOE-el -1.7620E-8l 55 2.0000E-e1 0.0008£-01 1.5185E-a113 O.eaeeE-al 0.oeOOE-81 -2.5700E-B1 C'~ 3.GOOOE-31 2.00e0E-B1 1.3378E-01..;014 O.e000E-al e.eoaOE-el -1.7212E-01 C'"' a.ae00E-01 3.30aOE-01 -5.9745E-33.Ii
15 a.aaOOE-81 0.eaeeE-8l 7.1744E-82 58 a.aeoaE-81 a.oaaeE-al 9.7584E-03
I 16 a.aeaSE-Ol 0.aasaE-81 3.8536E-82 53 a.e8eOE-81 a.aa88E-91 -3.6345E-8317 a:eeeaE-81 O.oaeOE-al -8.5137E-82 60 e.ooeeE-al a.aaaBE-91 3.3856E-e2
18 a.eooeE-IH O.ooeeE-al -5.9546E-a2 ~. a.eeeaE-Bl O.BaaBE-al -8.3644E-820 ..
I 19 a.oeOOE-81 O.aeaBE-al -6.4425E-82 52 e.eooaE-81 0.8eeBE-al -7.1346£-3220 a.eOetlE-01 O.oeBBE-al -3.5051E-82 63 a.eaeeE-Bl O.eaeeE-al -6.6467E-8221 a.aOOtlE-81 a.oaaeE-al -1.7182E-81 64 a.8aeeE-al O.eaeOE-al -6.l538E-B2
I
22 a. tH30eE-01 O.eaaaE-al -1.2S65E-Bl 65 a.eeeBE-Bl 0.aeBBE-81 -3.3159E-82
23 a.aaaSE-B1 O.eeaBE-tll -2.3241E-B1 66 a.aoeSE-Bl 0.aB80E-01 -2.4745E-82
24 0.aOOOE-91 a.eeeeE-al -2.8174E-Bl 67 a.OS08E-S1 0.aseOE-81 3.S847E-e3
25 S.aae8E-al a.eeaBE-81 7.395aE-Bl 68 a.aeaOE-81 0.aoaBE-81 1.9816E-e2
I 26 a.eea0E-01 a.0000E-01 1.1832E 90 69 a.0000E-81 a.0000E-a1 1.7874E-e2?"' e.eBoeE-el 0.ae8eE-al 7.BS49E-02 70 a.eeeBE-81 a.e0eaE-8l 4.64a2E-a2-(
23 a.a000E-el 0.0eeeE-81 -2.9S64E-el 71 S.9745E-e3 a.aeeeE-81 -8.8274E-e2
I 29 a.BeatlE-al a.aOBeE-81 -2.03a8E-B1 72 -3.6843E-B3 a.e08eE-al -7.7271E-a230 3.aae0E-91 0.00a0E-01 -2.5292E-e2 73 -1.6031E-ez 9.0eoeE-01 -7.6225E-0231 a.aeaeE-el a.eaaeE-al -1.4488E-B1 74 -1. 4538E-92 O.aOBaE-al -5.3671E-e2
~" e.eaOOE-Ol 0.ae00E-81 -1.6599E-a1 75 -1. 8829E-92 a.eaeeE-01 -3.6793E-92,:,c,
I 33 a.eeaOE-Bl a.ee8aE-81 -2.9489E-a1 76 -1. 1152E-02 a.aeaaE-01 -1.9268E-0234 a.aeaeE-01 0.eeeBE-91 -1.8S11E-91 77 -9.se95E-B3 a.aeBeE-Bl 8.5635E-03
35 a.BaeeE-al .e. aeeeE-81 1.3084E eB 78 -6. 1239E-e3 e.aeeBE-01 3.1665E-82
I 36 a.aaeOE-Ol a.oaeeE-81 9.2659E-91 "''=I a.eoaOE-Ol O.eaeaE-al 5.4667E-e2l ~37 a.aeaeE-81 a.aaaeE-81 4. 1175E-S2 sa 8.5635E-03 O.aaaeE-tH 7.6126E-e238 a.eoaaE-81 0.eaOBE-01 -2.5875E-01 81 B.aeeeE-B1 9.B6l4E-93 -9.9576E-84
-q e.eaeeE-Bl 0.aoeBE-81 -1.8944E-Bl 82 e.BeeeE-Bl -2.9524E-02 -2.5292E-82,:,~
I 40 a.aeaeE-81 0.aae0E-el -1.2646E-e2 83 a.BeeOE-al -3.6345E-83 -5.3821E-a241 0.0000E-91 a.0a8BE-91 -1.3497E-91 84 a.BaeaE-at 3.6534E-82 -6.a044E-02
42 a.GOOBE-a1 3.aaeaE-91 -1.389lE-8l 85 e.ooeeE-a1 3.3984E-02 -7.3013E-82




























I MODE 3HAPE 6: :2- REAL, FREQ = . 219.aae HZMR PANE:.. 63
:10DE SHAPE
I LOC ~< COEFF '( COEFF Z COEFF1 a.aeeSE-B1 B.eeeBE-Bl -S.B6S7E-Bt 44 a.BeaeE-at a.eaaeE-B1 -3.B749E-Bl2 a.BaeaE-al a.BBBBE-Bl -4.9l92E-Bt 4S a.BBeBE-Bt e.BeBBE-at 1.89StE-at
I 3 o.ea00E-Bl a.aeeaE-al -4.7399E-Bt 46 a.aasaE-Bt a.aeBBE-at S.1231E-B34 a.BaeaE-at a.eaBOE-at -4.29ttE-et 47 e.BaeBE-Bl a.SBBeE-at -6.B286E-B2S a.aeeBE-Bl B.ceBBE-Bl -3.6478E-Bt 48 B.BaeSE-Bt B.BBBeE-Bt 5.tB14E-B2
6 B.BBeBE-et B.oeeOE-at -2.8260E-B1 49 B.BeBeE-at a.eBBBE-at 2.4998E-el
I 7 a.oeeBE-e1 B.ceaBE-Bl -2.B168E-Bt se a.aeeSE-B1 a.eaeeE-al 4.t237E-B28 B.eeaBE-B1 a.ceBeE-B1 -1.2595E-Bl 51 a.BeeBE-et a.aaeeE-Bl -t.84BBE-a2
9 O.03tlBE-Bt a.BeeeE-al -5.2566E-B2 52 a.BeaaE-B1 B.BeBeE-Bt -2.2996E-B1
I 10 e.3033E-81 3.eaaOE-31 ·2.6429E-e2 53 a.aaeeE-Bt B.eaeaE-Bl -4.9896E-811t e.aae3E-Bl 3.asaSE-a1 -4.3496E-Bl 54 B.BeBBE-at a.oeeeE-al -9.97t9E-e212 O.3303E-31 3.BeBeE-at -6.l672E-el 5S a.aeeeE-a1 a.BBBBE-at 9.B8a8E-92
t3 3.80e0E-81 a.eeBeE-Bt -8.50S7E-81 56 o.aeeBE-Bt e.BeeeE-al 3.St4eE-e2I 14 a.BeeeE-at a.BeeeE-Qt -4.3333E-el c:-:- a.BeaeE-Bt a.eBeeE-at -1.371BE-02.....15 a.BBSBE-at a.BeeeE-al -3.3744E-el 53 a.BBeBE-al B.BeeeE-at 6.3187E-83
16 a.BaeBE-81 B.aaBeE-et -4.4286E-B1 c:~ B.BaaBE-al a.BaaaE-at 2.6842E-82•.j~
I t7 a.aBaBE-at B.BeoeE-at -1.8472E-01 63 a.eeeBE-B1 a.BeeBE-at 4.B8lBE-8218 ELeeeBE-B1 a.BeeBE-at -7.S83eE-a2 ~. 0.0aeBE-at B.aeeBE-at 4.7154E-82v_19 e.aoaeE-et a.BBeeE-Bt -S.339SE-a3 .'~ B.BBBeE-at a.BBeeE-at 3.2759E-820'::2e e'-BBaOE-Bt a.BeeeE-Bl 3.S212E-e2 ...~ ELaBeBE-al e.BeeeE-at 3.9395E-03'0":-I 21 0.eaaBE-et a.OBeeE-Bt -3.24t2E-el ~. a.BooeE-et O.B0.2eE-at 2.4749E-tl2lj~22 B.OBeBE-Bl a.aseeE-al -7.9749E-e1 ~t: a.BeeBE-Bl a.SieaE-Bt 2.S6a2E-a20 ....23 a.9geeE-Bt O.BeeeE-at -1.1821E ee 66 B.BoeBE-at B.seBeE-a1 2.33B6E-82
I 24 a.BoeBE-a1 e.oeBBE-al -3.9697E-B1 6, 9.0oaaE-at a.eeeeE-al 6.5842E-a225 a.BaeBE-Bl a.aeeeE-at -1.7552E-et 63 B.BceOE-et O.BaeeE-al 3.247BE-a226 a.BeeBE-Bt a.BBeBE-Bt -4.t868E-Bl "q e.B9aOE-at a.ee9BE-at 3.7341E-B2e.
I 27 a.BOaBE-91 a.BeeBE-at -1.5524E-B1 7a a.BgeBE-Ol a.eeeeE-BI 2. 6734E-B228 9.BOeBE-Bt a.eeeeE-al 4.8992E-B2 71 -2.7491E-B2 e. am.lBE-a1 6.2631E-e229 B.eBeBE-lll O.BBgeE-at 9.1277E-B2 72 -3.2145E-B2 B.8eOeE-0t 4.5831E-e230 B.BeeBE-Ol a.BBe9E-91 3.B738E-92 . 73 ~5.2169E-a2 B.aaaaE-at 4.4664E-e2
I 31 e.em.lBE-Bt a.eaeeE-at -t.97B2E-91 ' 74 -7.3399E-02 0.eaeaE-B1 2.8898E-B232 B.aeOSE-at a.BeeeE-al -4.9412E-Bl 75 -5.6642E-82 0.aeeaE-Bt 2.2982E-B2
33 O.aBaaE-at a.BeeeE-at -l.BallE Ba 76 -5.1808E-e2 B.BeeeE-Bl 2.208BE-e2
I 34 9. BeeBE-9l O.BeaeE-Bl -3.8391E-B1 77 -3.3444E-B2 O.BBeeE-at 2. 6229E-e235 B.BOmJE-a1 O.BBeBE-B1 7.B532E-B2 73 -1. 8183E-B2 O.aeBeE-a1 1.9t57E-S236 O.aaeBE-al O.BBaaE-B1 -1.3818E-91 79 -5.9529E-B3 a.aSaSE-Bt 2.S543E-B237 a.BeaaE-Bt ·O.BBeSE-al -1.1296E-el aa -1.5514E-B3 O.aeaeE-at 6.6383E-83I 38 0. BeeBE-tH e.OBeBE-at 9.2287E-92 81 B.BOeaE-al -1 .3277E-92 1.443tE-B339 B.SeaeE-at a.OeeSE-al 1.5073E-Bt 82 B.BOaBE-Bt 7.7928E-03 -3.t893E-e2
40 a.BeeeE-Sl B.0ageE-81 3.1B99E-92 83 a.BeeSE-al 3.6619E-92 -6.8115E-82






























MODE SHAPE 7: 12- REAL, FREQ = 232.0ea HZ
I MR PANEL 6SMODE SHAPELOC :< COEFF Y COEFF Z COEFF
t a.aeaeE-Bt S.3aBeE-at -3.67t9E-at 44 a.aaeSE-BI a.aeaeE-a1 -2.8698E-etI 2 3.aaeaE-BI a.aeaeE-al -3.3252E-S1 45 a.saeaE-at a.eseBE-Bt t.806aE-Bt3 a.BeaBE-B1 B.aeeBE-a1 -2.86B8E-B1 46 B.BaeeE-Bt a.seaeE-a! -3.B898E-e1
4 a.BeeeE-a! a.BeBBE-at -2.2223E-Bt 47 a.aeeeE-a1 a.seaBE-at 7.t642E-e2
I 5 a.aeeaE-a! a.aaeeE-at -t.4725E-e1 48 a.aaeaE-Bt a.seBeE-at t.e696E ee6 a.aaaeE-at a.BaaeE-a! -6.2869E-e2 49 a.aaeaE-e1 a.aeeeE-a! 1.292eE ee.., a.aeeBE-a1 a.aBeBE-a1 2. 6387E-92 5a a.aaeaE-Bt a.aeaeE-B! 1.9668E-elI
8 a.aeeBE-a1 a.aeeeE-a! 1.a395E-a1 5t a.aaeaE-at a.aeaeE-at -3.9615E-a2I 9 a.aeeeE-a1 a.aaaeE-a1 1. 6661E-Bt 52 e.9aeaE-at a.eaeeE-B! -4.5846E-Bt10 a.eaeBE-e1 a.aaeeE-at !.9564E-at 53 a.eaaeE-at a.aaeeE-at -7.3a2eE-et
11 a.eeeBE-8t 0.aaaeE-at -3.a724E-a1 54 a.aaeaE-Bt a.aeaeE-at -9.7959E-02
I 12 a.BeeaE-Bt a.aeaeE-Bt -6.96t6E-at 55 a.aBaeE-St a.BeeSE-at 1.3521E-0113 9.aeeaE-at S.aeaeE-at -8.36a3E-B1 56 e.BeaeE-St a.eeeeE-a1 2.24t8E-az14 a.BeeBE-at a.aeeBE-a1 -2.5134E-el !:'~ O.aaeeE-Bt a.aaBBE-a! 7.S262E-e2,J;'
I 15 a.aaaaE-SI a.aaaeE-a1 -2.6624E-9! 58 0.asaSE-St S.eeaeE-a1 4.2769E-9116 a.. BoaaE-at S.BaeeE-a! -3.1824E-a1 <=:'!:l a.aeeBE-S! a.eaaBE-a! 4.9439E-31"'~17 a.eseeE-et a.aeeaE-a! 2.764BE-e2 63 a.BaeeE-a1 a.aeaeE-St 1.7371E-81
18 0.0oeBE-e1 a.aaeBE-a! 3.9SS4E-at ~. a.GBeSE-B1 0.0BaBE-at -t.9842E-a2O~
I 19 a.BeeeE-a! a.aaaeE-a! 5.26a7E-at ~.., B.OO00E-tH a.eaaBE-a1 -3.7666E-a20':-20 a.BeaaE-a1 a.aasaE-at 1.9752E-at ~~ B.aaOBE-al B.oeBeE-at -2.1861E-a20"':'
.,< 0.0000E-9! a.aeeeE-a! -2.2655E-B1 54 tl.aaeOE-al a.ooaeE-at -1.29saE-e2... J.
I 22 B.BaeBE-Bt 0.eeeeE-9t -9.4868E-e1 65 e.eeeeE-B1 a.aaeaE-at 3.6064E-82?- B.aeeaE-a! a.BBeeE-at -t.3896E eB 66 a.aeeeE-a! a.aaeaE-EH 6.3217E-e2~~24 a.eeeBE-a1 a.aeeBE-a! -2.6568E-B1 67 a.eeaeE-at a.aaaeE-at 1.2428E-B1
25 a.BaeaE-at a.BaaeE-a1 -2.4744E-e1 68 a.aeaaE-B1 a.eeaeE-at t.3082E-a1I 26 a.BeeeE-at a.eaeeE-at -6.2368E-e1 69 a.BeeSE-Bt a.eeseE-at 1.5957E-e1?'"' a.BeeaE-Bt a.aaeaE-at -t.a722E-a2 7a a.aeeaE-at a.aeaaE-at 1.652tE-81~I
28 a.eaeaE-a! a.aaeeE-at t.e632E ea 71 -6.9622E-e4 a.BeaeE-a1 -2.5t34E-a2
I 29 a.aOBBE-a1 a.eaaBE-a! 9.775eE-a1 72 -8.98t3E-93 a.BaeaE-St -2.4298E-B230 0.oeeeE-at B.aaaBE-a! 1.8394E-B1 73 -2.7222E-B2 a.aaBeE-a! -8.842tE-a331 0.aaaBE-9! a.aeaBE-a! -t.3a61E-a1 74 -4.7970E-92 a.aaaaE-a! -4.9432E-93
32 a.aaaeE-at a.BeeeE-at -7.S896E-91 75 -3.6284E-a2 e.aaaaE-at t.a235E-a2I 33 a.BoaaE-at a.aa99E-at -1.285SE 99 76 -2.t513E-S2 a.BeeeE-at 4. 9868E-B234 a.aeaeE-at a.9aeBE-at -3.6454E-91 77 -5.5698E-a4 S.aeaaE-a1 8.3t29E-e2
35 a.aeeSE-at -a.eaaeE-at -4.B938E-a2 78 6.9622E-95 a.aaeaE-a! 1.a283E-Bt
I 36 a.BoaeE-B! a.aaanE-a! -5.t7a2E-el ..,q 2.9938E-B2 S.seBaE-at !.2S32E-alI~37 a.aeeSE-a1 B.aaBBE-a1 -8.9!17E-a3 sa 3.8153E-a2 B.aaBaE-a1 t.5735E-at38 a.aBeBE-a1 a.aeeBE-at 1.1619E ae 81 B.BeeeE-St 3.7SBSE-a2 9. 1275E-132
I 39 a.aeaeE-at a.BeeaE-a! t.3Bt6E aB 82 a.BoaaE-at 8.09a1E-a2 1.a722E-a14e a.BaeBE-at a.BeeeE-at t.78a2E-91 83 a.BeaBE-at 1.2372E-Bt 1. 1843E-a141 a.BaeSE-at a.aBaaE-01 -5.5071E-a2 84 a.aeaSE-a! 1.7071E-a1 1.B388E-Bl
~2 a.oeeSE-B1 a.soeaE-St -7.1579E-a1 85 0.3008E-B1 1.14S8E-01 4.7761E-a2
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I MODE SHAPES: f" REAL, FREQ = 24a.aae HZ.... -
MR PAtlEL 6S
I MODE SHAPELOC X COEFF Y COEFF Z COEFF
1 a.BaaaE-al a.aeeeE-at -2.75aaE-at 44 a.aeeeE-el e.eaeeE-al -8.5521E-92
I 2 a.aaeaE-al a.aaaeE-al -2.2835E-al 45 B.BaeaE-al a.BeaBE-EH 1.?laIE-al3 a.aeaaE-al a.aeeeE-al -1.6398E-91 46 a.aaeaE-91 a.geeeE-al -1.2763E-914 a.BeeaE-91 9.eeeeE-at -9.a193E-e2 47 e.aeeaE-et a.eeeeE-at 1.3854E-91
5 a.BeeSE-el a.eaeeE-al -2.3126E-e2 48 e.aemJE-al a.eeaeE-al 1.2642E ea
I 6 a.aeeeE-al a.aaaeE-at 5.4214E-e2 49 a.aeeeE-el a.eeeaE-al 1.1672E aa7 a.aaeaE-al a.aeeeE-al 1.321aE-91 50 a.BaeeE-a! a.aee9E-al 1.7a61E-al
8 a.aeeaE-al a.aeaeE-al 1.958eE-91 51 9.aaaaE-al a.aaeeE-al -2.9234E-e2
I 9 a.aeeeE-al a.aaeeE-at 2. 1555E-al 52 e.aaaeE-01 0.00aeE-91 -1.5184E-e1la a.aeeeE-ai a.aeeeE-et 2.2264E-al 53 a.aaeaE-81 e.aeaaE-al -2.3257E-at11 a.BeeaE-at a.eeaeE-at -2.44e2E-al 54 a.aBeeE-al e.seeeE-e1 -1.3635E-a2
12 a.BaeaE-at a.aaeeE-at -3.a936E-al 55 a.Bae9E-al a.aaaeE-al 1.5228E-al
I 13 a.BeeaE-91 9.ge99E-91 -3.5168E-91 56 e.3egeE-91 9.ge99E-91 7.1777E-9214 a.BaeaE-91 e.BeeBE-9t -9.3593E-B2 57 a.a8e8E-Bl a.9aeeE-9t 1.8625E-91
15 e.BgeeE-91 9.ge9SE-et -8.2794E-82 58 a.BaeeE-el a.BBeeE-91 5.62eeE-91
I 16 9.88e9E-81 9.BeeeE-al -8.334aE-92 59 a.aaeBE-Bl 9.ee9SE-91 5.742tE-el.- a-.eaeaE-el 9.e9geE-9t 1.3897E-e1 60 a.9009E-91 9.eeBeE-91 1. 5239E-B1i(18 a.Bae9E-a1 9.esaeE-at 5.7169E-e1 61 a.BaeaE-a1 9.eeeSE-at -1.5272E-83
I 19 a.BeeeE-e1 9.aeS9E-at 6.4577E-91 62 a.BgeeE-Bl a.BgeeE-at -7.6358E-8429 e.aea9E-91 9.eeatlE-9t 2. 1282E-a1 63 a.aaaaE-9t e.9geeE-91 3.3379E-0221 a.eaeeE-Bt 9.BeeeE-al -1.7999E-Bl 64 a.9geeE-e1 a.BaeaE-at 9.3812E-a3
22 9.aaa9E-9t a.9B99E-at -3.9215E-91 55 a.ageeE-91 a.gee9E-al 4.9524E-92
I 23 9.aae9E-91 9.Be99E-al -3.9979E-91 56 9.9ge9E-91 9.gegeE-9t 7.79t3E-a224 tUlae9E-91 9.eenaE-at -9.6975E-92 67 a.aaeaE-a1 9.eeeaE-9t 9.7529E-82
25 a.9aeaE-a1 a.eeeeE-al -8.9176E-92 68 9.Bee9E-al 9.geeBE-91 1.2619E-el
I 26 a.BeeaE-Bl 9.eeeeE-91 -2.1686E-el 69 a.aaeeE-91 9.eegeE-91 1.4344E-e127 B.BaB9E-91 9.9099E-91 9.4793E-92 79 a.eae0E-91 9.B99BE-91 1.4574E-9128 a.9ge9E-at 9.9ageE-91 1.2582E B9 71 -8.7267E-a4 9.9B99E-9t -1.6144E-92
29 a.aeeSE-91 a.geeeE-al 1.1356E ee 72 -1. 3099E-93 a.BegeE-at -5.4542E-e4
I 30 a.eee9E-Bl 9.BeaeE-91 1.7879E-el 73 -1.1345E-B2 a.aageE-EH 1.B363E-8231 a.8aeaE-81 a.9geeE-el -1.8777E-al 74 -2.6398E-82 a.ee9aE-a1 1.8988E-92
32 a.aeaaE-91 a.a9a9E-al -3.231BE-e1 75 -1. 6581E-82 9.a898E-91 3.7525E-82
I 33 a.eae8E-91 a.8eaaE-et 3. 1296E-81 76 8. 7267E-B4 a.Bae9E-9t 6.4468E-9234 9.ee09E-91 a.eaeeE-at -1.2599E-91 77 1.3526E-92 a.aa8eE-al 9.6648E-823S 0.0000E-01 0.0000E-9t -3.0S43E-93 78 7.63S8E-93 9. 0090E-91 1.2108E-01.
1- 36 B.ee09E-EH B.BBaaE-el -2.3278E-81 79 3.7388E-B2 B.aeaaE-el 1.2545E-9137 a.BeOBE-81 9.8ge9E-9t 7.a149E-82 80 4. 947aE-B2 9.aae9E-91 1.4323E-9133 e.eae9E-et a.egeeE-al 1.3313E ae 81 a.a9a8E-91 1.6253E-e2 1.2619E-81
39 0.ElElOeE-a1 a.eeeeE-a1 1.3376E ee 82 e.aeeaE-a1 4.2215E-a2 1.6821E-91
I 40 B.Bae9E-a1 a.geeeE-al 1.6548E-91 83 a.0geeE-a1 6. 9813E-82 2.a562E-9141 0.a800E-91 a.aegeE-al -5.a596E-92 84 B.BaeaE-91 1.2566E-91 1.7955E-9142 a.BeeeE-a1 a.eaeaE-al -2.9954E-91 85 9.0geaE-a1 8.5085E-92 1. 6868E-81



























MODE SHAPE 9: .~ REAL, FREQ = 252.Bea HZL':'-
I MR PAtlEL 6SMODE SHAPELaC x COEFF Y COEFF Z COEFF
I 1 a.BooaE-at a.BeeeE-at -2.98SSE-et 44 0.20aaE-at a.eeBBE-at S.8t54E-0t2 S.osaSE-at a.BeeeE-at -2.t852E-al 45 a.BseeE-Bt a.BeeeE-at -2.6949E-0t3 B.aBeaE-Bt a.e0aBE-at -t.7a42E-8t 46 a.BeeSE-at a.aeBeE-at 9.3749E-0l
4 B.aseaE-et a.BeeeE-at -8.8965E-82 47 a.BeeeE-et a.eBeeE-8t 3.5988E-0t
I 5 a.BeeBE-Bl a.seeBE-al -3.3977E-e2 48 e.aoesE-at s.aeBeE-at 3.96geE-at6 a.BeeSE-St a.oeeeE-at 3. llt6E-e2 49 B.saSSE-et a.eeeeE-at 3.8868E-et
7 a.aseBE-at a.BeBeE-at 4.9S34E-B2 5e a.BeeSE-at S.BeeeE-at 1. 4S47E-et
I 8 a.easeE-B1 S.seeeE-at 8.664tE-a2 51 S.BsaSE-a1 a.seeeE-a1 -1.1221E-Bl9 a.BeeaE-al a.BeeeE-a1 1.t892E-e1 52 e.eesaE-at a.eeeeE-a1 8.2322E-et18 B.BaeaE-at a.BeBeE-at 1.t73tE-at S3 a.BeeBE-Bt a.eeeeE-at t.99aSE ee
11 a.aeeeE-B1 B.eeeeE-al -3.2761E-el S4 a.aeeaE-a! O.eeeeE-al 2.668!E-al
I 12 e.oeaSE-al a.aeeeE-al 7.e448E-el S5 a.eeeOE-BI O.oeeeE-at -1.7e78E-e213 a.BeeOE-al a.aeeeE-al 1.3B93E ee S6 O.eOBeE-Ol a.oeeOE-al 3.7643E-9t
14 a.aaeBE-al e.BeeBE-e1 S.2843E-a2 57 9.aaaeE-al a.BeBBE-al 2.t396E-Bt
I 15 a.aaeBE-B1 O.BeBeE-al 2.9238E-Bl 58 a.BoaBE-al e.aeBaE-at 3.6238E-Bl1 ~ 0'. \:laBBE-Bl a.seaeE-al 7.8e66E-a1 . S9 e.BeeOE-B! 9.eeeaE-91 4. 1988E-01.1:>17- a.aoeeE-Bt a.eaaaE-9t 1.S978E-el 6e a.oaeaE-el B.BeeBE-a! t.Sl73E-al
·1
18 a.BoaOE-at a.eeeeE-at 2.eS92E-B! 61 e.BaeOE-Bl O.oeeeE-at -1.7a78E-az
19 B.BeOSE-et a.BaeBE-a! 3. 297SE-a,l 62 a.BeeeE-a! a.aeeeE-at 9.3S2SE-S2
29 S.aeeBE-al a.eeeeE-at 1.2S98E-Bl 63 a.BeeOE-at a.eeeeE-at 9.746BE-tl2
21 a.BeeBE-Bl B.oaeeE-at -2.6627E-al 64 B.oaaaE-al a.BBaaE-at 1.4S38E-Bl
I 22 a.aeeeE-Bt a.eeBeE-et t.2998E ee 6S a.BeeBE-al a.eeeeE-at t.647aE-al23 e.esaaE-at a.saaeE-a! 2.7876E Be 66 B.aeOOE-at a.oeaeE-al 1. 929SE-a1
24 B.eeeaE-a! O.eaaeE-Bt 2.42S8E-e1 67 O.ooeBE-et B.eaeaE-at 1.7713E-Ol
I 25 O.aeaeE-et e.aaeeE-a! 3.3494E-Bl 63 e.oeeBE-Bt O.SBeeE-at 2.094SE-el26 a.eeeeE-at O.eeeeE-at t.6SS3E ee 69 a.BaeaE-al a.BeeeE-at 2.17BeE-el27 B.BeeaE-at a.oeeeE-at 3.4987E-Bl 70 e.seeaE-Ot a.BasaE-at 1.6B67E-Bt
28 a.aBeeE-BI S.aaeaE-at 2.2648E-al 71 -1.B372E-B2 a.BoeeE-at -4.8t93E-e2
I 29 a.BoeBE-Ol S.BeBeE-at 3.8269E-Bl 72 1. 1713E-e2 S.BBBeE-a1 2.S03SE-e239 S.BeeOE-al S.sseeE-at 1.3t08E-al 73 -1.34I2E-S3 a.aoeSE-al 4.2S6BE-e2
31 S.aeSOE-a1 e.BeaaE-al -1.7927E-St 74 1.3338E-e2 O.eeaaE-al !.118SE-at
I 32 a.aaaSE-et S.oeeaE-al 1.1782E ea 75 1.9432E-82 O.aeeeE-el 1.5a93E-at33 a.BeenE-at a.BeeBE-at 2.480SE es 76 2.6824E-a2 8.aaeaE-a1 1. 6711E-Bl34 a.BeSOE-Ot .O.eeeeE-al ..,~ 1.8687E-82 e.asaaE-al 1.7418E-el6.a67SE-al i {
35 a.oaeOE-at a.BeBeE-at -6.1248E-B2 78 1. 1624E-a3 a.BaeeE-0I 1.7695E-9II 36 O.aeeeE-sl a.BaeBE-al 1.2S9aE Be 79 2.77t8E-a2 e.seseE-al 1.81S1E-al37 a.BBBBE-Bt a.BoaBE-Bt 3.S47BE-et ae 4.29t8E-B2 e.BaBeE-al t.8240E-91
38 tl.aeeaE-a1 a.aeBeE-at 1. 8446E-el 81 a.BeeBE-a! -7.38SSE-92 t.98aSE-al
I ~q e.BeBBE-Bl a.aOBBE-at 3.7124£-01 82 e.aeeeE-9t -t.6237E-Bl 2.B86BE-8l.:l~40 S.BeoeE-al a.aaoeE-at 1.4B74E-a1 83 a.BoeaE-el -2.2469E-91 2.212tE-al41 0.0eeaE-al a.aoeSE-at -1.38S9E-at 84 a.aoeeE-at -1.9SS1E-Bt 1.sa7eE-at
I 42 O.oeaeE-al a.aeeeE-at 1.1398E ee
8S a.aea9E~el -6.3394E-a2 1.83aaE-al





























·1 MODE SHAPE 1e: 12- REAL FREQ = 264.Bea HZl'IR PAtlEL 63MODE SHAPE
11
LOC x COEFF Y COEFF Z COEFF
1 a.eeBeE-Bt B.BeeeE-et -4.5893E-Bt 44 a.aaoeE-at a.aoeOE-8t 2. 1578E-et
2 O.BeaBE-Bt a.oeoeE-at -3.B574E-et 45 B.eaaaE-at a.aeaBE-at -1.7a57E BO
3 a.eoeaE-at a.eBBeE-at -2.2488E-Bt 46 e.eeaBE-et O.eaeeE-at -1.848eE-Bt
:1 4 O.BoeeE-et a.oeeaE-at -t.2786E-at 47 a.BBeBE-at O.BeeeE-at 6.t6BOE-B2~ B.BeeeE-at a.BeeeE-at -4.4524E-e2 48 a.eeeeE-at a.BeaeE-at -1.6553E ee,oJ
: 6 a.BeeBE-et a.OOBOE-at 4.96B5E-B2 49 a.BeeaE-Bt a.BeeBE-at -1.5664E Be
I 7 0.BeeeE-Bt a.BeaeE-at 8. 7355E-B2 se e.BeoeE-et e.eeeeE-at 3.7689E-B211 8 e.BeaeE-et a.BBeeE-a1 1.3237E-a1 51 0.BeaeE-B1 a.BeBBE-a1 -3.t894E-Bt
I 9 O.BeeBE-e1 a.eeeeE-e1 1.419BE-e1 52 B.BeeeE-e1 a.BeBBE-a1 4.at85E-Bt10 e.BeeBE-B1 0.eeeeE-a1 1.?534E-Bt 53 e.eeeeE-e1 a.eeeBE-at 1.2774E Be
I 11 a.aooaE-e1 e.eBeOE-a1 -4.9739E-91 54 B.BeeeE-a1 O.eeBeE-at -t.t7t3E-B212 e.aoeeE-et e.eeeBE-at 3. 3672E-B1 55 O.oeaeE-e1 a.BBeOE-a1 -t.e483E ea
t3 a.BeeOE-01 O.aOBOE-a1 7.?lB2E-et 56 O.BeeeE-Bt a.OBBeE-9t -4.92t7E-91
11 14 0.0eeeE-BI e.0Ba8E~91 ~6:47B5E-e2 57 a.BeaaE-et a.eeeOE-at -t.24t9E-821S a.aeeOE-B1 O.aoe8E-BI 4.8864E-Bt 58 a.BeeBE-et B.seaeE-at -4.7114E-81
I 16 B:oeeeE-BI a.BOBeE-at 1.I6etE ee 59 B.BeaeE-el a.BeoeE-at -5.7246E-B1
17 O.eeoeE-at a.aeeSE-Bt 1. 395BE-el 6a e.BeoaE-et S.aeBBE-al 1.te7sE-a2
:1 18 a.oaeOE-Bt a.eeeeE-at -3.744BE-et 61 O.ooeeE-et O.oeaeE-at -2.2teSE-81-q B.BaeaE-et e.BeeeE-et -3.4265E-al 62 O.aeoeE-et a.eaaeE-al -2.e244E-011~
20 B.aeeeE-el O.eeaeE-at 1.ge09E-B1 "'~ 8.8eaaE-et O.aOBeE-BI -t.67aZE-alO.j
il 21 0.aaeBE-et a.aeeeE-Bt -4.8857E-e1 '" - O.BoeaE-Bt O.eBeeE-al -t.6695E-Blo't22 a.aaeaE-et a.eeeeE-at 8.t943E-01 "'C: a.BaeeE-at a.eeeeE-at -1.7577E-01b·J
• 23 B.BoeOE-et a.eeeBE-at 1.962BE Be 56 o.eoeaE-BI a.eeeOE-at -t.7259E-81t 24 B.BBeeE-at a.BeeeE-at -4.1772E-B2 67 a.BBBSE-at a.esaeE-at -9.2859E-e2:1 25 a.aBOBE-B1 O.BeaeE-at 6.2927E-et 68 B.eoaaE-al a.aeeeE-a1 -7.4654E-B2
26 B.BeeOE-et e.BeeeE-at 2.2903E ae 63 e.eeeaE-B1 S.eBBeE-St -t.t283E-BI
27 0.aaeOE-Ot a.90aeE-at 3.29a7E-Ot 73 9.90aOE-Bt a.BeeeE-at -1.6229E-02
I 28 a.aoaOE-Ot a.saaBE-al -t.6291E Be 71 -2.B674E-B2 a.aeaeE-at -2.B9B7E-et29 O.OBaBE-at B.eBeBE-al -t.1895E Be 72 4.S159E-a3 O.oaBeE-BI -2.246BE-el3e a.eeeeE-Bl B.BeeeE-at 1. 5799E-8t 73 -1. 8134E-a2 B.OOOBE-Ol -1.9426E-8t
,I 31 a.BeeeE-Bt a.aBBeE-Bt -3.7757E-B1 74 1.7648E-B2 O.oeOBE-al -1.5361E-Bt.-32 a.eeeaE-at B.eeeeE-B1 7.6848E-Bt 75 2.g131E-a2 a.BeeeE-Bt -1.845BE-Bl
33 a.oeeBE-Bt B.BeeBE-al 1.987eE Ba 76 2.S4B2E-B2 B.eooaE-at -7.2608E-B2
34 O.BeeOE-Bt ·9. aaaBE-at t.S14SE-Bl 77 1.9193E-B2 a.eaaeE-Bt -6.B965E-e2
:1 35 a.aaeBE-01 a.BBeBE-et -5.7197E-Bt 78 1.9757E-B2 O.BeeeE-Ol -3.7680E-B236 e.eeeeE-BI e.BeeBE-BI t.BSBSE €Ie 79 7.4795E-a3 a.BBBBE-Bt -Z.6t78E-B2
37 B.BeeBE-Bt a.BeBeE-a1 2. 4972E-B1 se -1.48t8E-B3 a.BeBeE-a1 -9.0318E-03
I 38 B.BoeaE-Bt a.BeBBE-at -t.8488E Be 8t O.BeeBE-at -4.t27SE-B2 -2.6743E-0239 a.aaeBE-at a.eeeBE-Bt -t.5618E €Ie 82 a.BeeOE-BI -t.1777E-at -t.524tE-e240 O.aeeaE-at a.BBeeE-Ot t.e238E-Bt 83 e.eeaeE-al -t.8671E-BI -3.t61tE-B2
41 a.oeeeE-at O.BeBeE-Bt -3.44l3E-e1 84 a.BeOBE-al -1.9736E-0t -8.tt46E-B3





























I Me:.;:: SHAPE 11: 12- REAL, FREQ = 278.00a HZMR PANEL 6S
MODE SHAPE
I LOC X COEFF '( COEFF Z COEFF1 0.0000E-et 0.e000E-9t -4.8949E-91 44 0.aea0E-el 0.0080E-01 1.4399E-912 a.0OeaE-al a.aaaaE-81 -4.a983E-a1 45 O.aae9E-a1 B.aoaSE-a1 4.2838E aa
3 0.ee00E-el e.Boe0E-at -3.3888E-al 46 a.ee09E-91 0.aaaeE-81 6.1999E 90
I 4 a.eemIE-el 0.00aeE-91 -2.3538E-al 47 O.eooaE-al e.aaeaE-81 3.1831E-el5 0.0000E-el 0.000aE-01 -2.4162E-01 48 a.ea00E-01 0.0e09E-a1 -3.6253E-81
6 a.oooaE-e1 a.aaaaE-91 -1.6859E-el 49 O.eoa9E-el B.aeeaE-81 -2.4181E-al
I 7 0.e000E-01 0.0000E-at 1.S92tE-a2 50 a.0000E-al 9.00geE-81 -7.0eeSE-a38 a.BeeBE-al 9.aaeeE-91 6.5278E-a2 51 e.aeaeE-01 9.00eaE-81 -1.2810E-al9 0.a000E-al 0.0aaaE-9t 1.1409E-al 52 a.aOO9E-al 9.0eaaE-01 2.20e5E-al
10 O.eeeeE-01 9.aeoeE-91 1.455aE-al 53 O.aaaOE-al 8.0aaaE-91 5.7728E-SlI 11 0.e0e0E-01 0.0eaaE-al -5.2109E-al 54 0.e0a9E-91 0.000eE-al 5.4682E-SZ12 O.0e00E-BI a.ooaSE-91 8.6091E-e2 55 e.eeOSE-Bl a.oseaE-a1 2.a043E as
13 O.oaoeE-at 0.0e0eE-91 3.6499E-e1 56 tl.20aOE-e1 0.aoeaE-BI 2.1943E 0a
I 14 e.eaeeE-al a.sseSE-9t -1.5496E-al 57 a.aeaOE-el '8. aaeeE-01 7. 436aE-a215 0,ogeaE-a1 a.osaeE-at -1.6238E ee 58 0.ae00E-SI 0.0aeaE-el -1.5a80E-el16 O.BeOOE-al a.saeeE-01 -1.9a44E ae 59 9.eoaaE-SI O.geeeE-Ol -1.4172E-al
'7 e.aeOSE-a1 0.eeeaE-at -9.e822E-03 60 a.aeoaE-al a.aeeaE-al -4.314aE-e2I 1118 O.seOOE-Ol a.aeSSE-al 3.769IE-al 61 O.eoeaE-al a.aoaSE-al -5.4871E-0319 a.eeaSE-St a.soaeE-91 4.42S7E-01 62 a.aooaE-al a.BaeaE-a1 S.6196E-e2
2a a.aeeaE-al O.9aaeE-Ol 1.SS23E-al 63 a.se09E-BI 0.aeeSE-a1 4.3519E-92
I 21 a.aeeOE-e1 9.aeeeE-at -4.6224E-at 64 a.B90eE-at a.aeeeE-at 8.7983E-e222 O.oaOOE-BI a.seSSE-a1 5.e784E-Sl 65 O.oeoaE-81 a.oseeE-01 1.5534E-Sl
23 O.eaeaE-el e.eeeeE-9t 1.2834E ee 66 e.00aOE-91 O.oaeeE-at 8.8S5tE-02
I 24 O.aoeSE-B1 O.seeeE-at 6. 1494E-az 67 e.aaaOE-Ol O.oaeSE-al 4.068eE-a225 o.BeOOE-al 9.aeeeE-9t -1.9371E 09 68 a.seosE-e1 0.0eeOE-91 -3.2t66E-0Z26 8.80eaE-BI a.oeaSE-a1 -5.e525E ao 69 O.eoeaE-81 a.aeeSE-91 -4.9195E-a2
.,- O.e0eeE-OI 0.0ee0E-Ot -3.0425E-Ol 70 a.oeOOE-BI 9.eseeE-at -8.S9a2E-az... (
I 28 O.aooaE-BI O.eseeE-a1 6.2232E-al 71 -5.5628E-a2 B.asseE-a1 -1.5137E-S229 0.e000E-01 0.0eaeE-et 4.43t3E-a1 72 -4.0S70E-e2 a.0asaE-at 2. 8382E-03
30 0.eoeaE-BI a.saaeE-B1 6. 1494E-a2 73 -3.9734E-82 a.seaSE-a1 -2.4598E-a3
I 31 o.oe00E-01 0.0aeeE-9t -3.2525E-01 74 -2.1570E-02 0.00eeE-91 1.3623E-ez-., O.eoeOE-al a.oe0eE-9t 3.27geE-al 75 3.2166E-B3 a.eeaSE-al 1.7B29E-S2,) ...33 O.eooeE-BI a.aeeSE-9t 9.733eE-e1 76 -7.3793E-B3 a.6e6aE-91 -3.0274E-63
34 a.aeeSE-Sl "a. BsaSE-Bl l.S8S6E-al .,- 2.eSI3E-92 a.seBBE-OI -G.8548E-83( (
I 35 8.eeoaE-Bt 9.eaeeE-9t 4.5619E-01 78 2.l381E-62 a.oee0E-Ot -2.S544E-ez36 e.saaeE-BI a.oaseE-91 7.54B1E-al 79 7.7577E-e3 O.aesSE-St -6.5467E-S2
37 0.eeeBE-Bl 8.aaaeE-81 9.4227E-a2 S0 -4.3519E-e3 a.aaeaE-01 -9.ee65E-B2
I 38 9.eeeeE-Bl a.oeBSE-a1 1.964BE-el 81 e.eeeaE-a1 -7.75~7E-02 e.0saBE-0139 O.aeeOE-Bl a.sseSE-al 1. 4248E-al 82 S.esa0E-B1 -1.46e7E-a1 7.0sa8E-S340 O.eeOSE-Bl B.asseE-81 2.S922E-S2 83 e.seeeE-BI -9.384SE-B2 4.4a86E-S2
I 41 O.emHIE-Bl a.OSSSE-91 -2.3973E-SI
84 S.eeeOE-Bl -2.2327E-02 8.4578E-92
42 3.eoeaE-BI O.ageeE-B1 2.9252E-Bl 85 a.eeeeE-01 3. 6707E-02 6.735SE-02




























i1CCE SHAPE 12: 1:- REAL, FREQ = 3e5.eae HZ
.1 M? ?A~IEL 6SMODE SHAPELoe X eOEFF y eOEFF z eOEFF
1 a.eeeaE-e1 O.BeeeE-a1 -6.6B17E-e1 44 a.eBaeE-B1 a.aBeeE-at -2.1724E-e1
I 2 a.aeeeE-et e.BeeeE-a1 -5.3642E-e1 45 e.eeeeE-a1 0.eeaaE-B1 9.8391E-a13 a.aaeeE-a1 a.BaeeE-91 -4.5074E-81 46 a.e8e9E-et B.eee8E-at 1.8637E ee
4 e.3eaeE-81 a.eeeeE-a1 -3.5841E-B1 47 a.aeeSE-81 B.eeBaE-91 -1.5491E-81
I 5 e.eee0E-B1 B.eeeBE-a1 -2.5385E-el 48 e.e8eeE-et e.eeeaE-at 1.8te8E ea6 a.BeeaE-el e.aBaeE-91 -1.458tE-81 49 e.eeeeE-e1 e.eeeaE-91 t.6648E 'Ie7 a.aeeeE-et a.eeeeE-a1 -8.e4geE-e3 sa a.BeeeE-at a.eeeeE-a1 -2.7622E-el
8 a.eBeeE-et e.eeeaE-at 6.36t8E-e2 51 a.eeeeE-et a.BaeeE-at -3.2978E-el
'1 s a.e00aE-Bt a.aaeeE-91 1. 2429E-a1 52 a.BaeBE-a1 0.eBBaE-al 2.91aeE-B110 a.aeeeE-at e.eeeaE-B1 l.e224E-al S3 a.Bae8E-81 0.aaaeE-at 3.7544E-81
11 a.8eaeE-el e.eeeeE-a1 -7.4422E-el S4 e.eeeeE-el a.BeeeE-al -2.9aa7E-e1
'1 12 a.eeaeE-91 a.eeeeE-a1 6. 1373E-e2 55 a.eBeeE-Bl a.eeBaE-Bt 1.318eE-01''7: e.eeeBE-a1 a.eeeOE-el 1.1269E-el c;~ a.aeeeE-el e.oeBeE-el 8.5ge7E-821_ _0, . a.aeaaE-a1 a.eeeeE-at -3.4499E-el ~? a.BeeeE-el a.eooeE-al -2.8551E-e1• 't w,
• e 9.aoaaE-:91 a"eeeeE-al -3.B896E-e1 58 a.eeeBE-el 9.eooeE-et 4.4e91E-BI
:1 1';16 O.30eaE-B1 a.oeeSE-e1 -2.9975E-91 59 a.oeeBE-OI a.seeSE-al 4.7481E-el.~ a.eOOOE-BI 0.BoeeE-el -4.9842E-02 63 3.BeeeE-el 9.eeeeE-el -3~5663E-911 i
18 0.8aeOE-Bl B.S8eOE-at 9. 1348E-el 61 O.9aeaE-el e.eeeOE-al -1.1524E-el
:1 19 s.oeeaE-el a.ee8eE-a1 1.176eE ee 62 a.oeeaE-el a.BeoeE-at -1.6291E-el20 a.BseaE-at a.aaeSE-at -2.8S68E-OZ ~~ a.aeeSE-01 9.SSSSE-at -2.5439E-810':-
21 a.oeeBE-Ol a.BeeeE-at -7.8624E-el 64 a.eBeeE-Bl 9.aaeeE-01 -3.eI45E-91
...... B.eBeaE~et B.aeaeE-at 6.376SE-Bl 65 a.BoeaE-Bl a.aeeOE-at -3.89aeE-elil ~.:.23 B.eeeaE-el a.eeeSE-Ol 1.a639E as 06 a.oeaeE-Ol a.oeeeE-at -4.4788E-a1
, 24 e.eoaeE-Bl a.seeaE-9t -3.BB29E-el 67 B.BaaaE-el e.aeeeE-al -4.4687E-B1,
; 25 a.eaaOE-Ol a.eeeeE-at 3.4858E-el 68 e.eaB9E-e1 e.aeeeE-al -4.1934E-al
I 26 a.eoeaE-el B.oeOBE-at 3.2583E-B1 69 B.BeeeE-al e.BeeeE-at -4.2a56E-e127 a.aeeBE-et a.eeeeE-at -1.5595E-81 7a a.BaeBE-al a.eeBeE-at -3.7149E-e1
28 B.BeeeE-e1 e.BeeeE-a1 2.5359E eB 71 -7.2054E-B2 0.eeeeE-al -1.4844E-el
I "'q 0.e0eaE-Bl a.BBeeE-at 2.354eE oe 72 -5.2241E-B2 a.aeeeE-a1 -2.1237E-01.:..3a O.eaeeE-Ol a.eeeeE-al -1.8946E-el 73 -7.306eE-B2 a.OBeBE-01 -2.3487E-e131 a.aaeOE-a1 a.aaoeE-at -6.5212E-01 74 -3. 1035E-02 a.0ea0E-01 -3.2064E-01
~'J a.Bee0E-al a.eeeBE-al 5.2682E-91 75 -1.2538E-82 a.eaeeE-81 -3.7613E-Bl,) ..I 33 e.aBOBE-a1 e.eeeeE-el 1.1165E ee 76._9.2038E-83 0.aa8aE-01 -3.9796E-Bl34 8.aeeBE-al 0.eeeeE-01 -1.8691E-Bl -,.-, 2.7552E-82 o.aeeeE-01 -4.1862E-B1.. i
35 e.0eeeE-B1 a.eeeeE-Bl 1.e261E ee 78 6. 1451E-02 a.eeeeE-BI -4.1739E-el.
I 36 e.eeoeE-el a.eeeeE-at 1.e529E ea 79 5.4176E-e4 9.eeeeE-91 -4.4873E-el37 0.eooeE-el 0.aeeeE-at -2.4178E-el 30 -5.188eE';"92 a.eeeeE-a1 -4.1499E-Bl38 8.BaeBE-Bt 9.eeeeE-a1 2.2451E 9a 81 B.BBeBE-et -3.9730E-a2 -2.9325E-el, 39 o.saeeE-a1 a.eeaaE-a1 2.3313E ea 82 a.aeeeE-e1 -8.8461E-02 -1.7847E-81I 4a e.BBeBE-B1 a.eaeeE-at -2.4936E-B1 . 83 e.8eeeE-81 -7.e815E-e2 -4.6823E-8241 0.eeeBE-et e.saeeE-at -5.6623E-e1 84 a.a0e0E-el 2. 1593E-a2 2.8636E-a342 e.aeeeE-01 a.aoaeE-at 4.4556E-B1 85 0.aaaOE-e1 7.9638E-B2 -4.2567E-03





























I MOCE SHAPE 13: 12- REAL. FREQ = 329.aoe HZMR PANEL 6S
MODE SHAPE
I LOC X COEFF Y COEFF Z COEFF1 a.BeeBE-Bl a.BBBeE-a! -7.4829E-Bl 44 B.BaOBE-B1 a.oeaBE-e1 S.956BE-Bl
2 e.eaaaE-al 9.eaeeE-9! -8.e921E-al 45 a.0ge9E-91 9.BeeeE-al -1.7427E Be
I 3 a.BoaBE-al a.BaBeE-al -8.53aOE-Bl 46 a.BaeaE-Bl a.aoeeE-91 -6.1143E-Ol.. 8.eaeeE-9l 9.eeeSE-al -6.3938E-91 47 9.aee9E-9l a.aaeeE-9l 7.7641E-91't5 B.BeeBE-al a.eaaeE-a! -4.4548E-Bl 48 a.BeeBE-Bl a.aeBBE-a! -1.5168E ee
I
6 B.aaeBE-a! a.aaaaE-a! -2.7663E-al 49 B.BaeaE-a! o.eaeeE-al -1.3389E ee
7 a.eaeBE-Bl 9.eeaeE-91 -7.2874E-B2 5e a.BaoeE-BI 9.aeaBE-91 7.916aE-91
8 a.OOagE-al a.BeeeE-a! -1.Be18E-B2 Sl e.BeeeE-a! a.eeeeE-a! 3.6599E-Bl
9 0.0aaaE-81 9.aaeaE-91 4. 1850E-B2 S2 a.BaaeE-al a.aaBBE-91 8. 6366E-a1
I 10 a.BoeaE-a! a.eBBeE-al 2.3397E-B! 53 a.eBeeE-BI a.BeeBE-91 3.8158E Be11 a.aeeaE-Bl a.BeeeE-a! -5.6732E-Bl 54 a.eaeaE-al a.aeaeE-a1 a.98S9E-Bt
12 e.aeeeE-al a.eaeaE-a1 -2.1533E Ba 55 a.BaeeE-BI a.BaeeE-a! t.9713E-al
13 B.BeBeE-al a.BeBeE-al -4.95e6E e9 c:~ e.BaaaE-a! a.aeeeE-a1 9.tea4E-alI .... tl14 tl.'3000E-a1 a.OBBeE-a1 -6.4035E-a1 c:~ e.BeeaE-a1 a.aeeeE-a1 s.a242E-el.... i15 ~L BeOBE-at a.oeeeE-al.-3.3!73E-el 58 e.BeeaE-a! a.eaeBE-OI 2.4157E-al
16 a.aseSE-a1 8.aaaaE-al -1.1!65E-91 59 a.BeeeE-at a.aBeBE-91 4. 1575E-al
.1 17 a.aeeeE-al e.eaeeE-BI 8.5962E-92 68 a.BaaeE-a! a.BeaeE-a! 8.4a88E-Bl18 B.eBeaE-a! e.eeaeE-a! -!.4447E ee 61 a.eaeaE-a! a.eeeaE-al 5.7394E-al
19 B.eaeaE-81 a.eaaeE-al -1.GOlSE aa ~" a.aaeaE-al a.aaeeE-a! 8.6188E-e11:),-:, 20 a.aeeaE-al a.eeeeE-af 5. 1286E-Bl 63 e.aeaaE-BI a.eeeeE-at 1.e338E ee
21 B.aaeaE-al a.aaeaE-al -2.9667E-el 64 e.aaeaE-91 a.BeeaE-al 1.B149E aa
22 a.aeaeE-al a.BaaaE-al -2.37S4E Ba 65 a.aaeeE-a1 a.aeeeE-a! !.e9B2E ee
23 a.aaeeE-al a.aaaeE-a1 -5.2946E ea 66 a.BeeaE-at a.eeeBE-al 1.1595E ea
.1 24 B.BaeOE-el a.eeeeE-al -4.19!SE-81 67 a.BeeeE-a! a.aeeBE-a! 1.1194E ee25 9.eaeSE-e! a.BeBBE-a1 -5.2668E-el 68 e.BeaBE-el a.BeeBE-al 1. 1233E Ba
26 e.BeeeE-el a.aeeeE-a1 -2.a595E-e1 69 a.aaeaE-al a.geeeE-a! 9.514aE-Bl
I
.,.,
e.eaeaE-el a.aeeaE-al 4.6891E-al 70 a.aeeaE-al a.eaeeE-91 8.ee48E-el'-i
28 e.BeOBE-al a.eeeaE-a! -4.1666E aa 71 2.ge85E-B3 a.BaaeE-a! 4.6213E-a1
29 a.eaeeE-al a.BeaeE-al -3.8a92E Be 72 -7.4328E-e3 a.aeeeE-a! 7.8659E-el
I
3e e.eBaaE-a! a.eaaeE-al 8.1212E-Bl 73 4.2eI2E-B3 a.aeeBE-91 8.3797E-el
31 a.BeeaE-al B.eeeeE-91 -2.2783E-B2 74 -1.2B86E-Bt 0.eeeeE-a1 9.611eE-81
32 a.eeBBE-al e.eaeeE-al -6.1369E-al 75 -1.233BE-Bl 8.aeeeE-B1 1.e377E aa
33 a.BeeeE-Bl .a.eeaeE-B1 -1.4ea8E aB __{6_:-9~3380£-92 8.aBaeE-a! 1.8695E ae
'I 34 a.aeeeE-al e.aooaE-a! -8.4a23E-B3 77 -7. 336SE-82- 8.eaeeE-al 1.e682E BO35 a.aeoaE-al a.oaeeE-at -1.9358E ee 78 -1.3153£-a1 B.aaaaE-BI 1.ee17E ee
36 a.BBeBE-et a.ase9E-91 -9.7822E-el 79 5. 7209E-92 a.aeaeE-al 9.3679E-Bl
!I 37 a.aeeeE-e! B.eaoeE-91 7.5475E-el sa 1. 3411E-al a.eeaaE-a! 8.4!36E-Ol38 B.BaeOE-a! e.eoeeE-at -2.8227E ae 81 e.ooaaE-Ol -1.3a72E-a! 8.7594E-al39 B.oaoeE-OI a.aBaeE-a! -2.9587E eo 82 e.aoBBE-al -1.1214E-a! 6.7445E-al~
i 4e e.BaeBE-BI e.aaeeE-a1 8.2844E-el 83 a.eaoeE-ol -7.222SE-B2 4.1899E-Bl~I 41 a.BBeBE-a1 9.aaaeE-OI 2.5546E-e1 84 a.aBaBE-al -6.4633E-84 2. 1862E-B142 a.aeOBE-a1 9.aaaeE-91 4.7885E-a1 85 a.eeeBE-a1 8.4346E-e2 -4.5243E-a3












































~ODE SHAPE 14: 12- REAL, FREQ =
:1R PANEL 63
:'lODE SHAPE
LaC x COEFF Y COEFF Z COEFF
1 a.BBeBE-al e.aeaeE-a! -5.7287E-al
2 S.eaeeE-a! a.eeeBE-a! -7.332!E-Bt
3 S.seeeE-at a.BeeeE-a! -6.5964E-B!
4 e.BaeeE-a! a.aaeeE-a! -6.6739E-B!
5 a.aaeBE-at a.BeeeE-at -6.B718E-9!
6 a.aBB8E-at a.eeeeE-at -5.5869E-Bt
7 a.eeeaE-at a.BeeeE-at -3.98e3E-el
8 B.eeeBE-el a.eeeaE-at -3.7t63E-BI
9 e.eeeeE-at a.BeeeE-at -3.426BE-91
19 a.eaeaE-at a.BBeeE-at -!.6297E-at
11 a.aaeaE-at 8.aaBeE-at -4.4273E-Bl
12 a.BeBeE-al a.aaSSE-a! -2.6293E Be
13 2.300tlE-81 e.0aeSE-:-al_-3.. ,810SE.ae
14 (l,G000E-ar-e.eeeeE-91 -6.8438E-el
15 0.2saaE-al a.aaeSE-al -5.B937E-Sl
16 a.aeaaE-91 a.aBBBE-al -t.a38eE Be
17 a.BeeaE-a! a.BBaBE-a! -2.7827E-Bl
IS a.eeeeE-at a.BaBaE-at -1.4t5tE ee
19 e.aeeaE-at a.aaeeE-at -1.6759E ae
2e a.aeaeE-at a.aeeeE-at a.BeBeE-a1
21 a.eeeaE-B1 a.BeeeE-at -2.3getE-BI
22 a.BeeeE-at a.eeeaE-Bt -2.3872E aB
23 B.BBeBE-al a.BeaBE-at -5.4aSBE ea
24 a.eeeaE-et a.aaaBE-at -4.8e67E-et
2S a.BaeeE-at a.eaeeE-at 2.3S72E-al
26 B.eeeaE-at a.aaaBE-at -8.5t3tE-et
27 e.aeeeE-a! a.aeaeE-et -t.!497E-al
28 e.eeeeE-et a.aeeaE-at -2.3t54E Be
29 a.eeeaE-at a.aeeeE-al -2.2584E aa
3e a.eeeBE-Bt e.eeeeE-et 1.877IE-al
31 a.BaeBE-al a.aaBeE-at -2.6a62E-e2
32 a.aaaeE-at e.aBeeE-at -4.9t5SE-a1
33 e.aeaeE-at ~.aaeaE-at -7.8a96E-Bt
34 a.BeeeE-et a.aeBeE-at a.9a74E-a2
35 a.aaeaE-at a.eaeBE-at -3.9638E-el
36 e.BaeeE-at e.BeeeE-at -5.68S9E-a!
37 a.0ea0E-01 a.aeeeE-at t.9134E-Bt
38 a.BeeeE-at a.aeaaE-a1 -t.1ae2E aa
39 a.BeeeE-a1 a.aaeBE-al -t.t629E ae
4a a.BaeaE-at a.BaaeE-et 2.2763E-e1
41 a.aeeBE-al a.aeaBE-a1 1.8e13E-B1
42 a.BOOgE-at a.aeeeE-el t.a46IE ea
43 3.3030E-Bl a.aaeeE-at 4.S4a6E ae
71
44 a.000BE-BI a.aeeBE-e1 8.4438E-al
45 e.aeaeE-B1 e.aBBBE-at -8.4471E-e1
46 a.BaeaE-at a.aeaeE-at -9.9465E-a2
47 e.eaaaE-at a.aeeeE-at 3.8368E-al
48 a.seeeE-at a.aeaBE-at 4.6S82E-al
49 a.BeeaE-at a.eeeeE-at 9.2983E-Bt
sa a.eeeeE-a1 a.aeBBE-Bt 2.4363E-a1
51 e.eeeaE-at a.eeaeE-at 2.7365E-Bl
52 a.eeeeE-al a.BeaeE-at t.3e18E ee
53 a.seeeE-at a.eeaaE-at 4.68t6E Ba
54 a.aeeaE-et e.BeeaE-et 9.aSS8E-B1
55 a.BeeeE-Bt a.seeeE-at 2.2846E-81
56 e.BeeaE-a! a.aeeeE-at 9.7948E-at
57 a.aeS8E-at a.eBaeE-at 5.8saSE-el
58 a.BeeaE-at e.BeaeE-al t.a478E Be
59 a.aBaeE-al a.aeeeE-et 1.2932E 8a
6e B.BaeaE-at e.aaeeE-a! 3.a384E-at
61 e.BeeSE-et a.aeeSE-at 4.55taE-Bt
62 a.BeeaE-at S.BeaeE-at 8. 193IE-al
63 S.eeeaE-at S.aeaeE-at 9.t9t1E-al
64 B.eeeaE-at a.eeeSE-at 9.2439E-e1
65 a.eeeeE-al a.eOOOE-al 9.78I6E-e1
66 a.aeaeE-at a.eoeeE-a1 9.22S7E-e1
67 e.eaeeE-at e.eeeeE-a1 7.6669E-B1
68 a.eaeeE-al a.aeeeE-al 5.433SE-al
63 S.saeeE-a1 a.aaeeE-at 6.!8S7E-al
7B a.BeeaE-at e.eeeSE-al 3.8S33E-a1
7t -2.8207E-a2 a.eeaeE-at 3.5!84E-B1
72 -S.2784E-a3 a.eeeBE-at 5.4929E-e1
73 -3.2990E-B3 a.aeeeE-el 6.3044E-a1
?~.. _"':9.X.156E-32 8. aeeeE-al ? .9045E-a1. __00
75 -1.~33iE-el a.oeeeE-at 3.4248E-al
76 -9.5012E-e2 a.eeeeE-at 3.BS79E-Bl
77 -9.5312£-S2 a.aaaeE-at 7.066SE-al
78 -1.ltI8E-at a.aeeBE-at 6.9t74E-Bt
79 -2.9691E-83 a.aBeSE-at 4.282tE-al
88 4.1898E-e2 e.eeaeE-a! 3.64aSE-al
8t a.BeeaE-at -!.3e31E-at 5.38a7E-e1
82 e.seeeE-a1 -9.7tS6E-a2 3.4293E-81
83 a.eeeeE-el -7.e929E-a3 8.165tE-a2
84 a.BeeeE-at 7.8I87E-a2 -2.4743E-a3
25 a.33eeE-8t 9.5177E-a2 -3.t5e6E-al
26 e.3aaeE-e1 2.3918E-a2 -4.13S3E-el
Figure V.1.2
Frequency Response, Panel 65
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Frequency Response, Panel 65
Figure V.1.5
Frequency Response, Panel 65
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MODE SHAPE 1: 12- REAL, FREQ =
MR PANEL IS
MODE SHAPE
~OC ~ CDEFF Y COEFF Z COEFF
3.3000E-01 a.GOOGE-O! -1.5558E-Bl
90 ~.30a8E-81 a.aaeeE-81 -2.4949E-a3
91 a.osaOE-al 8.aaeeE-al 3.1612E-a2
92 a.aeeeE-al a.aaaeE-at 8.1842E-a2
93 a.aeeeE-al a.aeaeE-al 6.3B72E-a2
94 a.aaeBE-al a.BaaeE-at 2.9384E-B2
95 a.ooeBE-al a.aaaeE-Ol -2.a695E-a3
96 a.aaeBE-al a.oeeeE-Ol 6.225aE-B2
97 a.0aeaE-01 0. 000eE-al 7.7941E-02
98 a.aaeBE-Ol a.aaaeE-al 3.8758E-a2
99 a.BaeSE-e1 a.saeeE-a1 -1.5655E-e2
las a.aaeaE-a1 a.eeaeE-a1 7.8597E-a4
101 a.aaOOE-at B.eBBaE-at 5.3648E-02
102 a.aeaaE-at O.SBaaE-al 5.395tE-a2
la3 a.oaa0E-a1 a.seeeE-01 8.a256E-a3
104 S.aOBaE-a1 a.aeeaE-at -5.8594E-92
105 0.0eeaE-a1 a.aaaSE-a1 -4.8312E-a4
la6 a.aaeSE-a1 a.aaeBE-a1 3.252aE-a2
107 S.BoeeE-el a.saaaE-at 1.5618E-a2
108 a.aaaaE-al a.eaaeE-al -2.9175E-a2
lS9 a.BeaaE-a1 a.aoaeE-01 -9.aa55E-a2
lIB a.aeeaE-al a.eaaaE-01 1.0311E-a3
111 O.aeaaE-al a.aea0E-al -1.9469E-e3
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3' 1Z- COMP,F= 187.aee HZ ( 1.0,
KR PANa. IS






















































































2S6.ea8 HZ ( 1.O"
82















la3 a.aeeeE-91 B.eaaeE-9t -8.2388E-B2
104 a.eaeeE-at a.aeaeE-9t -4.5424E-a2
las a.BeaaE-at a.ooaeE-Bt t.2953E-e2
la6 a.aeaeE-el a.BoeeE-9t 2.8979E-Bl
197 a.aeeeE-at a.aBaeE-at 3.36t2E-at
la8 a.eeeBE-at a.eeeeE-91 9.2158E-a2
la9 a.9909E-Bt 9.ge99E-9t -1.7424E-at
110 9.saaOE-al e.aegeE-9t 3.6763E-a2
111 9.seeOE-at 9.90eOE-9t 5.2771E-el
112 e.saeaE-el a.aeaeE-at 5.9304E-al
113 a.aeeaE-Bl a.osaeE-al 1.6967E-al
114 a.aaeaE-at 9.eeaeE-9t -2.7361E-91
115 a.eoeaE-al a.aaeBE-91 2.aI24E-a2
116 a.9oe0E-al 9.eaeeE-91 3.8435E-at
117 a.BeeeE-OI a.oeaeE-91 4.6069E-Bl
118 a.BaaBE-el a.aea9E-at -1.2658E-el
119 9.seaBE-Bt a.eeeSE-91 -3.78B4E-B!
129 a.BooeE-al 9.ae99E-91 6. 8489E-94
121 a.Bee9E-al a.aeeSE-al 1.9217E-91
122 a.saaeE-01 a.aeeeE-a! 8.4694E-94





























































Y COEFF Z COEFF
8.8000E-01 -4.5276E-01
0.0000E-01 -1.5001E-02













































109 8.0e00E-01 0.8eseE-Bl -7.9724E-03
110 0.000BE-01 0.00e0E-01 4.2520E-02
111 0.seB0E-Bl 0.0eeeE-a! 6.2379E-e1
112 0.130a0E-B1 a.aBeBE-el 8.1381E-B1
.. ~ 8.B000E-B1 a.Bee9E-0! 4.3774E-91J. J.,j
114 O.0000E-B1 0.eeeeE-01 -1. 7311E-01
115 13 . ,300eE-01 0.00aeE-01 2. Hl36E-02
116 0.00eeE-Bl B.00aeE-al 3.6445E-01
117 3.0000E-Bl 0.B000E-01 4.6620E-01
118 O.a0a0E-01 0.0eaeE-al -1.B215E-e1
119 0.BeBeE-01 0.0eBeE-01 -3.7105E-e1
120 0.ea00E-B1 0.aBe0E-01 -6.9293E-03
121 B.aeeSE-B1 a.BeeeE-a1 -4.5947E-93
1"'~ 0.000;JE-01 8.0EHHlE-01 -2.1349E-01.. ~'-





J '1\ II I ,, : /~














m ~EL. is Ile r lZ- COMP,Fa 366.ae0 HZ ( 1.0, 1.e, 1.0, a.0>=VIEW
I
Figure V.2.1
Frequency Response, Panel 15
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Frequency Response, Panel 15
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V.3 Modal Coefficients, Deformation Patterns and Frequency Response Functions
Panel as
The mode shapes in this section are presented from three viewing positions, two plan
views and an isometric view. The deformed position denoted by the dotted line, is
overlayed on the undeformed solid line. Two deformation positions, the plus and
minus extremes, are shown for the isometric whereas only the plus extreme deformed
position is shown in the plan views.

















































































































MODE SHAPE 1: •







HR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)
1, 12- COMP,F= 72.131313 H2 (
MR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)
1: 12- COMP,F= 72.131313 H2 ( 1. B, B. B)=VIHJ
-------------------
_,.:::;::=;::::~;::~:-~:;;;:=~~~~~:::':::II:::U=-__:a....~ _ _
r:::: 0- < ---.----•••••L-_.--C-: _::::::::;
97.000 HZ



























MODE SHAPE 2: lZ- REAL, FREQ =






























!-_ __ _---~: .
.. ")
MR PAHEL 8S (WINDOW)2: 12- COMP,F= 97.0eo HZ (
MR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)2: 12- COMP,F= 97.000 HZ ( 1. 0, 1. 0, e.O)=UIEW
112.00a HZ
LOC X COEFF Y COEFF Z COEFF
130 0.oe00E-91 0.099BE-91 3.3915E-02
131 0.0009E-01 0.oeeBE-91 2.4572E-92
132 9.ae9BE-BI 9.9B9BE-91 6.1986E-92
133 9.BooeE-91 9.9090E-91 6.1829E-82
134 8.BOOBE-81 8.890BE-91 -9.7ge4E-93
135 e.BOBBE-OI 9.8990E-91 -1.3235E-91
136 9.90e9E-BI 0.BBe8E-91 -3.5143E-92
137 8.9000E-91 9.9B89E-91 7.4499E-92
138 9.90BBE-91 0.8999E-91 -2.9180E-92
139 9.800BE-91 9.8009E-91 -1.2149E-91
140 9.90BBE-Bl 0.BOBBE-91 7.3189E-03
141 0.BOOOE-91 9.00e0E-01 9.1439E-92
142 e.oOOO~-OI 0.900BE-81 -2.1271E-02
J.-L:43,"--JoWO.~Oo.ae.EIa;:-:..w..a...-l-ls..--..,aaaeE-81--=3.6sa3E",B2 .-
, 144 O.OOOOE-Ol 0.oeB9E-01 3.3326E-03
: 145 O.OOOOE-Ol 0.00eeE-91 5.5234E-82
. 146 0.0000E-01 0.0eBBE-01 3.2299E-02
147 e.oeoeE-BI 0.Be09E-91 1.8114E-82
148 9.0900E-91 9.a9BBE-91 3.2480E-02
149 a.00eeE-91 e.geeOE-01 1.6121E-02
150 9.980BE-91 9.99BBE-Ol -1.0747E-91
151 9.B000E-01 O.BOBeE-OI 4.7278E-92
152 B.oooaE-BI 0.909BE-Ol -2.5584E-Ol
153 8.aOOBE-01 a.BBBBE-91 -5.9795E-B3
154 O.OOOOE-Ol 0.0090E-Ol -1.7339E-01
155 0.3030E-01 0.ooaBE-01 1.4829E-93
MODE SHAPE 3: 12- REAL, FREQ =













MR PAHEl as (WINDOW)




























































MODE SH~PE 4: lZ- REAL, FREQ =












HR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)
4: 12- COMP,F= 120.aoa HZ (
HR PANEL as (WIHDOH)




































MODE SHAPE 5: 12- REAL.






























...... . -. ..- : .
······-····-··::r········
e. a,I.B,HR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)5: 12- COMP,F= 129.131313 HZ (
I
HR PANEL 8S <WINDOW)
5: lZ- COMP,F= 129.131313 HZ ( 1. 0, 1. 9, 1. e, O.B)=t)IEW
_ ~ - .. _-_ ..





MR PANEL as (WINDOW)6: 1Z- COMP,F= 146.499 HZ ( 11.9. '.B, a.9. B.B)=UIEW
MR PANEL as (WINDOW)









MR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)
7: lZ- COMP,F= 158.aea HZ (
I
I.e, •. a, e.e, 9. a)=UIBJ
MR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)
7: 12- COMP,F= 158.aee HZ ( 1. e, 1. 0, 1. e, e.9)=UIBI
- - ......... - - .. '.... ......' - ... - .. -
.. - ·1iIIJ .... - ._ ~.. ..> .. _ ... _ _ '. .. _ .. _
I
e.9, e.9, 9.9, 9.9)=UIEW
<0
.......
NR PAHEL 8S (WIHDOW)





























































MODE SHAPE 9: 12- REliL,










































MR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)
9: 12- COMP,F= 174.990 H2 (
I





MR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)
10: 12- COMP,F= 185.00a H2 (
•
1.9, 0.tL 0.0)=IJIEW
MR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)
19: 12- COMP,F= 185.0a9 H2 ( 1.O, 1. 0, 1.O, 0.0>=IJIEW
co
co
MR PANEL as (WINDOW)
11: 12- COMP,F= 194.00e HZ (
HR PANEL as (WINDOW)



























































MODE SHHPE 11: 12- REAL, FREQ =












.... r_" ..' ..... '..... 1_ ,-"." ......- '.. __
u••••_....c.
MR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)12: 12- COMP,F= 2e9.eee HZ (
I
1.O, at.9, e. e, 0.e)=UIEW
MR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)








MR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)
13: 12- COMP,F= 223.090 HZ (
223.000 H2



























MODE SHAPE 13: 12- REAL, FREQ =






























L~~:::::::::..x::=.. _ _ _ :::.:.1
····-·.i.--·-··
1.a, 1.a, 1.a, e.B)=UIEW
'.9. '.9, 0.9, 9.B)=UIBJ
.:1\L.:·...l\,.
HR PANEL as (WINDOW)
13: lZ- COHP,F= 223.aeo HZ (
This Page Intentionally Left Blank
This Page Intentionally Left Blank




.MR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)
16: 12- COMP,F= 273.090 H2 ( 1.0, 1.9, 9.9, O.O)=VIEW
MR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)







MR PA"EL 8S (WINDOW)




~ ... \--.) ......... -. \"~." ~IIIIJ) ., . . ~ ....,. .....,......... ~
MR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)





MR PANEL 8S (WINDOW)
18: 12- COMP.F= 321.999 H2 ( 1.0. 1.0, 0.0, 0.0)=UIEW
MR PANEL as (WIHDOW)
18: 12- COMP,F= 321.000 H2 (
U
1. 0, 1. 8, 1. 9, O.O)=UIEW
~o(Xl
HR PANEL as (WINDOW)
19: 12- COMP,f= 351.990 HZ ( 1.9, 1.0, 0.9. 9.9)=UIEW
MR PANEL as (WINDOW)
19: 12- COMP,f= 351.000 HZ (
U
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V.4 Modal Coefficients, Deformation Patterns and Frequency Response Plots
Panels 1P and 2P
The mode shapes shown in this section are shown from three viewing positions, two
plan views and an isometric. The deformed position in dashed lines is overlayed on the
undeformed which is the solid line. The isometric view actually shows two deformed
positions, the plus and minus extreme positions, whereas the plan views show only
the plus extreme position.
Structural Dynamics Research Corporation
111
112
fIR PORT SIDE PAt£LS IP .. 2P
s·seesz+ CCI'F,F- 61.000 HZ ( '.a, '.a, a.a, lea.a>-VIEW
fIR PORT SIDE PAl£LS lP & 2P





















_CC,E SHAPE I:1001Z+REAL, FREQ = 61.808 HZ
MR PORT SIDE PANELS IP & 2P
- MODE SHAPE
LOC X COEFF Y COEFF Z CGEFF
I038 0.0008E-81 0.0088E-81 2.8718E-02 1001 0,8888E-01 8.0080E-81 1.2788E-01
1091 0 0800E-81 0.0000E-81-6.0384E-84 1228 8.8800E-81 0.0800E-01-8.1761E-03
1092 8 0808E-01 8.0000E-01 0.8000E-81 1221 8.0000E-81 0.0808E-01 3.6133E-82
1093 0 8880E-81 0.8800E-01 6.9088E-82 1222 0.0000E-01 8.0000E-81 1.1719E-01
1894 8 0000E-01 0.0000E-01 8.8826E-02 1223 8.0000E-01 0.8000E-01 1.2011E-01
"- 1895 0 8000E-01 8.0080E-01-7.6347E-05 1224 0.8000E-01 0.0000E-01 2.0325E-01
1096 0 0000E-01 8.0000E-01 2.8010E-82 1225 8.8000E-01 0.8000E-01 7.5618E-82
1897 8.0000E-01 0.0000E-01 7.9706E-02 1226 0.0000E-01 0.8000E-01 3.5765E-02
1898 8.0000E-01 0.8000E-01 8 9597E-02 1227 8.0000E-01 8.8000E-01 6.2376E-02
1099 0.8000E-01 8.0000E-01 1 2628E-01 1223 0.0000E-01 0.0000E-01 6.0308E-02
1100 0.0000E-81 8 0000E-01 2 1717E-02 I_q__. 8 0000E-01 0.0000E-01 1.6492E-01
1101 0.0000E-01 0 0000E-01 0 0000E-01 1230 0 0000E-01 0.0000E-01 1.8008E-02
'- 1182 8.8000E-01 0 0000E-01 6 7866E-02 1231 8 8000E-01 0.0000E-01 2.2468E-82
1183 0.0000E-81 0 0000E-01 1 4874E-01 1232 B 8000E-01 8.8880E-81 6..3472E-02
1104 0.0000E-81 0 0_00E-01 2.0294E-01 _._ 0 0088E-01 8.0800E-01 1.8376E-01
1105 0.0000E-01 0 8000E-01-3.3384E-03 12_4 B 8888E-81 0.8800E-81 1.6882E-01
1106 0 8000E-81 8.8000E-01 4.4427E-02 _.....0 8088E-01 8.0800E-01 1.7206E-82
1107 8 0008E-81 0.0000E-01 1.1022E-81 1235 0 0800E-81 8.8000E-81 4.0464E-02
1188 8 8000E-81 8.8000E-01 9.6676E-02 1237 0.0000E-81 0.0000E-01 I 2836E-81
"l 1199 0 0800E-01 0.8000E-01 1.3263E-01 1238 8.0000E-81 0.0000E-01 1 5185E-0!
1119 0 0000E-01 0.0000E-01 1.1299E-02 1239 0.0000E-01 0.0000E-0_ I 6208E-01
1111 0 0000E-01 0.0000E-01 5.7128E-02 1064 0.0000E-01 0.0000E-01 2 2738E-01
_ 1112 0.0000E-01 0.0880E-01 8.9840E-02 1067 0.0000E-81 0.0000E-01 9 4_0E-02
1113 0.8000E-01 0.0000E-01 1.3574E-81 1078 0.0000E-01 0.0000E-81 7 5438E-02
1114 0.0000E-01 0.0000E-01 2.2742E-01 1130 0.0800E-81 0.8000E-01-I 6609E-82
1115 0.0000E-01 0 0000E-01 -2.8253E-02 1134 0.8000E-01 0.0000E-01-I 8275E-02
1116 8.0000E-01 0 8080E-01 5.4928E-02 1138 8.0000E-01 0.8000E-01 3 8937E-83
1117 8.8080E-01 0 0008E-01 7.6292E-02 1142 0.0000E-81 0 0088E-01-3 6004E-02
II18 0.0000E-01 0 0000E-01 I.I816E-BI 1146 0.0000E-01 0 0000E-01-3 5550E-02
1119 0.0000E-81 0 8000E-01 1.8134E-01 1240 0.8000E-81 0 0000E-01 1 8509E-01
1120 0.0000E-01 0 8000E-01-I.9621E-02 1241 0.0000E-01 0 0000E-01 9 3324E-02
1121 8.0000E-01 0.0000E-01 5.1264E-02 !242 0.0000E-01 0 0000E-01 6 1216E-02
... 1122 8.8800E-81 8.0800E-01 818625E-02 1243 8.0000E-01 0 0800E-01 9 1311E-02
1123 @.80@0E-81 8.0000E-81 1.5015E-01 1244 0.0000E-81-2 6180E-02 0.8000E-01



































fIR PORT SIt£ PAHELS IP 8. 2P
2'1881Z+ COHP,F- 71.009 HZ ( I.e,
fIR PORT SIt£ PAt£l.S lP Co 2P
























MODE SHAPE 2:1aelZ+ REAL, FREQ = 71.aae HZ
MR PORT SIDE PANELS 1P ~ 2P
MODE SHAPE
lOC X COEFF Y COEFF Z COEFF
lege e.BeeBE-Bl a.aeBeE-al 6.5399E-B3 leel B.BeeeE-al
le91 B.BeeBE-Bl B.aeBBE-Bt 1.67t4E-e2 122a a.BeeBE-et
len e.BeeeE-et B.eeeeE-at 3.558eE-e2 1221 e.BeaBE-Bl
1093 e.BeeBE-at B.aeeBE-et 4.6495E-e2 1222 e.BeeBE-Bl
1094 0.B000E-0t 0.0BB0E-a1 4. 1301E-B2 1223 0.0000E-01
la95 B.eeeeE-Bt a.e0BeE-at 9.1817E-e3 1224 a.eaeeE-al
Hl96 a.0aaBE-et B.eBBeE-Bt 2.1714E-82 1225 a.eeeeE-el
le97 B.eeeSE-Bt a.BaBBE-Bl 7.1B31E-e2 1226 a.aaeBE-Bl
la98 a.BBeBE-Bl B.BeeaE-al 6. 9323E-e2 1227 8.0BeBE-at
Hl99 B.BeaeE-a1 a.aeeeE-at 6.e779E-e2 1228 a.BaeeE-el
1HIe a.aeeeE-at a.eeeeE-al 6.6817E-e3 1229 B.8aaaE-Bl
IHll B.Ba0eE-Bt a.BB0BE-a1 3.7410E-e2 1230 0.B00BE-01
1102 a.BaBBE-Bt B.aaBBE-al 6. 9568E-B2 1231 e.aaeBE-Bl
lle3 e.ee0aE-Bl B.BBeeE-Bl 7.6830E-B2 1232 a.BeeBE-Bl
1104 B.eBeeE-Bl a.BBeBE-al 7.9459E-e2 1233 0.eaaaE-Bt
1Hl5 B.8aaaE-Bt a.eeBBE-Bt 6.B3e9E-B3 1234 a.BBeeE-al
1Hl6 a.BeaBE-Bl a.0aBBE-at 5.B161E-02 1235 0.ea0eE-B1
1Hl7 e.eaeBE-Bt a.aeeeE-al 1.378eE-e1 ' ~~~ a.BeeaE-et• .::~o
1108 0.0B00E-01 0.eeeeE-a1 9.9349E-a2 ~"'~7 e.Ba0aE-at.... ""1
1Hl9 e.BeeOE-B1 B.BeeeE-at 1. 2249E-81 1233 a.BeeBE-Bl
ll1e a.BeeaE-B1 e.BeBeE-at 7. 7577E-e3 1239 a.eeeaE-a1
1111 e.eeeeE-Bt a.eeeeE-at 3.3679E-e2 le64 B.eeeeE-Bl
1112 a.oaOBE-al B.aeaBE-at 6.9446E-B2 Hl67 B.8eeBE-al
1113 e.BeeaE-Bl a.BeeeE-at 1.ate6E-B1 1a7e a.aBaaE-Bl
1114 B.BeaBE-at a.eeeaE-al 1.209BE-et 1130 B.BoeeE-al
1115 0.000BE-a1 0.aaeeE-a1 -2.835eE-B4 1134 0.BB0eE-a1
1116 a.eeeeE-Bl a.BeeeE-at 7. 1276E-e2 1138 O.eeaBE-el
1117 e.BeeeE-Bl e.BeeBE-al 1.B174E-B1 1142 e.eeBBE-Bl
1118 B.eBeBE-Bl e.eeeeE-at 1. 1393E-B1 1146 B.eBeeE-at
1119 o.oeeaE-al a.oeeaE-al 1.3561E-B1 124e a.eaeBE-at
1120 3.000eE-Bl a.BeBBE-al 2.3969E-a3 1241 e.eeeeE-al
1121 a.aBaBE-a1 a. fHHHlE-81 6. 6024E-a2 1242 B.eeeeE-al
1122 0.00eOE-01 o .fHH3BE-01 1. t'389E-B1 1243 0.e8a9E-a1
































































... --r ..... ---l'
.. -+--;.':..~:±::I
'.e,
ttR PORT SItE~s lP .. 2P
3 1 1881Z+ C01P,F- S6.eee HZ ( I.e,
tit PORT SItE PAHELS lP .. 2P






















MODE SHAPE 3:10012+ REAL, FREQ = 86.BBa HZ
MR PORT SIDE PANELS lP ~ 2P
MODE SHAPE
lOC X COEFF '( COEFF Z COEFF
Hl9a a.BaaaE-at a.seaeE-at 7.3714E-a3 latH a. eetH3E-Bt . a.aeBeE-at 1.94t8E-al
HI91 B.BBSSE-al a.BeaeE-al 1.8684E-e2 1220 a.BeeSE-Sl S.eeeBE-al -1.ege2E-e3
Hl92 a.eeaeE-al a.aeBBE-at 7. 6844E-B2 1221 B.eS0SE-Bl a.eseBE-al 6.5914E-B2
11393 a.aeeaE-al a.aaaBE-al 1.a824E-Bl 1222 a.aaaaE-al a.aBaBE-at 2.3e48E-Bl
Hl94 e.eeaaE-el a.eeeeE-at 1.t84eE-tU 1223 e.aeeeE-el a.eaeeE-al l.e449E-al
le9S a.BaeSE-al B.saBBE-at 6.5414E-e3 1224 a.eeSSE-el S.BeeeE-al 1.7493E-Bl
1896 e.eeeaE-Bl a.aaeeE-al 2. 4288E-a2 1225 a.BsaBE-al S.seBBE-Bl 2.6517E-e3
1897 B.BeeeE-el S.BseaE-al 1.3B12E-Bl 1""" e.BeeeE-el a.BBaBE-at 2.5Bt9E-B2...... 0
Hl98 B.BeeeE-Bt B.BBeBE-al 1.4331E-Bl 1227 B.BaaBE-Bl a.aBeeE-al 6. 1278E-e2
1£199 a.aeaaE-el a.BeeeE-at t.27e7E-al 1228 a.eeeeE-al a.aaaeE-al 9.85a8E-e2
IHla e.aeeBE-al a.aBaBE-al 6. 1264E-B3 1229 B.aaeBE-al a.sseeE-at 1.4388E-el
IHH a.eeaaE-Bl a.eaaaE-a1 6. 53a9E-a2 1230 a.eaaaE-e1 a.aeeBE-at 7.6246E-e3
IHl2 e.aeeaE-al a.aaaSE-el 1.2414E-el 1231 e.esaaE-al a.eBaeE-91 3.3199E-82
IHI3 B.aaaeE-81 a.eeeeE-91 1.6388E-81 1232 a.eeaeE-B1 a.BaB9E-91 6.6891E-82
IHl4 e.aeeeE-al a.aeeeE-91 1.546BE-0t 1233 a.eBseE-al 9.eaBBE-al 9.912SE-e2
11B5 B.eeeeE-9t 9. BaeeE-91 1.6389E-a3 1234 e.eee8E-91 a.eaBaE-a1 1.3ea7E-tl1
1196 a.SBeBE-9t a.SBaeE-9t 8. 1296E-e2 1235 a.eae9E-al 9.BBBeE-91 2.B117E-83
1187 a.aaeBE-B1 9.BeeeE-9t 2.e642E-al 'f-"''' a.eeeaE-91 9.aBaeE-9t 4.4123E-a2.<::jO
lHI8 e.e8seE-al a.aaeSE-9t 1.7e65E-a1 1237 a.BaeeE-a1 a.eeeeE-9t 8.16e6E-a2
IHI9 e.e9geE-91 9.aeSSE-9t 1.8561E-el 1238 e.eee9E-el 9.eeaeE-9t 1. 1426E-81
1119 a.eaeeE-B1 a.BeBeE-91 1.6ta7E-B3 1239 e.ee99E-e1 S.aeB8E-9t 1. 1917E-a1
1111 e.aa9BE-a1 9.99aBE';'~U 4. 2231E-92 le64 a.eBeaE-e1 9.aeeeE-al 8.651SE-92
1112 a.age9E-9t B.eeaBE-91 9.6124E-e2 Hl67 B.eee9E-91 a.aeaeE-9t 4.6e15E-B2
1113 a.eBeBE-91 9.BaeeE-9t 1.4987E-el IB70 9.eeeeE-91 9.aBaeE-S1 9. 4253E-a3
1114 e.eaeeE-et a.aeeeE-9t 1.8573E-91 113e a.egeeE-91 a.eeeeE-91 -1.2941E-el
1115 B.BeeeE-e1 9.aeeeE-9t 1. 5193E-B3 1134 a.eBa9E-91 a.eeaeE-9t -8.4363E-e2
1116 a.eaeBE-e1 a.eeeeE-91 8.3498E-e2 1138 a.eeeeE-et a.eeaeE-91 -2.7319E-a2
1117 a.aBaeE-9t a.BeeeE-at 1.3446E-et 1142 a.eaeBE-91 a.aeeBE-at t.a593E-e2
1118 a.aeeeE-B1 9.aeeeE-9t 1.4966E-e1 1146 a.eaeaE-al a.saeaE-91 7. 664eE-S2
1119 e.eaeeE-at a.aaeeE-at 1.9194E-91 124a e.BeaeE-at a.BeaaE-9t 6. 8572E-e2
1120 a.aeeBE-91 a.aaBaE-at 5. 6974E-a3 1241 e.aBeaE-91 9.eaBeE-9t 1.66geE-e2
1121 e.BaaeE-at 9.aeeBE-91 7.1161E-B2 1242 a.eeeeE-at a.eaaeE-9t -3.3136E-e2
1122 9.eeaeE-Bl a.BeeeE-el 1. 339tE-e1 1243 e.eeeeE-a1 a.aeeaE-9t -8.4349E-a2
1123 a.aaeaE-al a.aeeeE-el 1.a942E-al 1244 B.aeeBE-al 2.7e38E-92 e.aaeeE-91
1245 a.aBaSE-at 3.B370E-02 a.aBseE-at







































ttR PORT 8IIE PAHELS lP .. 2P
41 leelZ+ COI'lP. F- 94. eee HZ (
ttR PeRT SUE PANELS lP .. 2P






















MODE SHAPE 4:18a12+ REAL, FREQ = 94.aa9 HZ
MR PORT SIDE PANELS IP ~ 2P
MODE SHAPE
lOC X COEFF Y COEFF Z COEFF
1899 a.eaeaE-at a.aaaeE-at -4.t2t5E-93 leal 8.8eeeE-al e.8aaaE-al 2.27S4E-al
Hl91 a.aaaaE-at a.aaeeE-at 1. 5491E-a2 1229 e.aaaaE-at 9.aeeeE-9t -6.4sa4E-a3
la92 a.BaaaE-al a.aaeaE-al l.a662E-01 1221 B.BBeBE-al a.eeeeE-al 1.a497E-e1
la93 a.oeaBE-a1 a.aaeeE-al 1.4aa6E-at t222 a.aaaOE-at a.oaaeE-at 4.2872E-a1
Hl94 a.BeeaE-a1 a.aBaSE-a1 1.7699E-91 1223 a.BaaBE-a1 9.aBaBE-a1 1.B742E-a1
1895 a.aaaaE-at 9.aaaeE-at -t.32tSE-a3 t224 a.BeeBE-at S.aaaaE-Bt t.9445E-at
Hl96 a.aoaBE-al a.aaeeE-at 1.829tE-a2 1225 a.eoaaE-at a.aaeeE-at -9.6822E-a4
1897 O.aaaeE-at a.aaeBE-at 1.7989E-al 1226 e.aeaeE-at a.saaaE-a1 2. 6364E-a2
Hl98 a.BaeaE-at a.aaeaE-at 1. 7822E-a1 1227 a.aaeaE-at a.aea9E-at 7.9S77E-a2
la99 a.BaeBE-at a.aaaaE-at 1.8786E-Bt 1228 a.aBaaE-Bt a.BBaBE-at 1.1242E-al
l1aa a.eaeaE-at a.aeaeE-at -2.5t2tE-a3 1229 a.eaaBE-at a.aaeeE-at 1.5283E-et
IHll a.eOBeE-at a.aaeeE-at 8.8683E-92 123a a.aaaaE-al a.aeeeE-at B.t644E-a3
1182 a;8aaaE-at a.aaaaE-at 1. Bt75E-Bt 1231 a.BBeeE-at a.eaaeE-at 4.5166E-82
IHl3 a.aeeaE-at a.aeaaE-at 2.t924E-B1 1232 a.eaeaE-at a.aaaaE-at 8.2521E-a2
l1S4 a.seeaE-at a.seaeE-al 2.2662E-BI 1~-- 9.eeeeE-et a.aeeaE-at l.t841E-lH..:.;,.;,
1195 a.eaaaE-et a.seaeE-at -4.9196E-a3 1234 s.aaaSE-al a.seaeE-EH 1.3292E-el
1Hl6 e.aaaSE-St a.aaaeE-at 1.a52tE-al 1235 e.aaeeE-at e.aaeaE-at 2.7346E-83
lla7 e.eeaeE-at 9.essaE-9t 2.9699E-Bt 1236 B.8aeeE-al e.eaaeE-9t 5.2846E-82
lleB a.aaeeE-at a.eeaeE-91 2.2826E-Bt , ..... _..., 9.aaeaE-al 9.aaaeE-al 9.8379E-8Z.. '=:,Ji
1109 a.aeeaE-al a.aeaaE-91 2.4497E-B1 1238 8.80e9E-9t e.e8e8E-al 1.2627E-81
11 HI a.aeaaE-al 9.aae8E-91 2.2243E-a4 • ., .... Q a. a9fHIE-91 a.aaaBE-al 1.t727E-91J._.).
1111 0.aea0E-at a.0ssaE-al 5.2244E-02 Hl64 e.90a0E-01 a.eeeBE-el 6.6519E-92
1112 a.aaeeE-at a.aaaSE-9t 1. 3292E-Bl 1967 a.easaE-at a.eaeeE-at t.6748E-e3
1113 a.aa0eE-at a.aaSSE-at 1.93ttE-al Hl7S a.aeeBE-a1 a.aaaeE-at -4.82saE-a2
1114 a.saeaE-at a.aaBeE-at 2.45a5E-B1 113e a.aaaBE-al a.aaaeE-al -1.1918E-91
1115 a.BeeaE-el a.eeaaE-at -7.6t49E-a3 1134 a.aaeBE-a1 a.aaaSE-9t -S.7951E-a2
1116 a.BeeeE-at 9.09aeE-91 t.B594E-Sl 1138 e.seSSE-al a.S0eeE-al -2.28t9E-a2
1117 0.seeSE-at a.asaeE-9t t.84aSE-Bt 1142 a.aaSSE-at S.aeaeE-at t.6e67E-a2
1118 a.asaaE-at a.aBaeE-at 1.7naE-Bt 1146 a.eeeaE-at a.saaeE-at S.8865E-S2
1119 a.seeSE-St a.aeaeE-9t 2.4372E-Bl 1249 a.BeeBE-St e.oaaaE-a1 6. 9332E-92
112e S.aeeeE-et a.eea9E-a1 2. 7346E-B3 124t a.aeeSE-el a.9999E-91 t.7598E-B2
1121 a.aeoaE-al a.aeaeE-at 8.69S4E-92 1242 a.aeaaE-at a.saeeE-at -3.2775E-92
1122 ~Ul00eE-al a.aaaBE-at 1. ae7BE-Bt 1243 a.saaBE-at S.ee99E-at -B.7794E-92

























fiR POrr SUE PAHELS 1P .. 2P
"2881Z+ COHP,F- 124.000 HZ ( '.e, '.e, 0.0, lSB.e)-VIEW
fiR ~T SUE Pf:fELS lP .. 2P


































~ODE SHAPE 5:1ealZ+ REAL, FREQ = 114.090 HZ
MR PORT SIDE PANELS IP ~ 2P
MODE SHAPE
lOC X COEFF Y COEFF Z COEFF
Hl90 0.0ee0E-01 a.eeeeE-a1 -5.0214E-e3 1e01 e. ~HHlaE-e1 a.aeeeE.;.0t 1.3588E-91
le91 0.eeeeE-01 0.0eOOE-01 -2.4499E-e2 1228 a.8000E-a1 a.eeae~-a1 -6.3909E-e3
1092 e.eeaeE-el a.eeeeE-91 -2.2825E-82 1221 8.000BE-Bl a.B08eE-al -2.3631E-81
Hl93 a.aeaBE-al B.aeeeE-at -1.5977E-02 1222 e.aoeBE-Bl 0.8000E-B1 -4.986eE ae
1894 e.BoeeE-OI a.00eOE-a1 1.8260E-a3 1223 a.aoa8E-81 e.eeaBE-B1 6. 1368E-Bl
H195 a.BoaOE-BI O.OOOOE-al -6.9996E-a3 1224 a.BeeeE-0! 0.0ae9E-91 1.4182E-01
1096 e.eoeaE-OI a.oeaeE-al -5.7214E-02 1225 a.aBeSE-9! 9.0088E-91 -3.3476E-e3
Hl97 e.eeaaE-al a.aaOOE-al -3.4237E-02 1226 e.eeeOE-al a.BBBOE-al -1.9781E-B3
Hl98 e.seBBE-al a.BeeOE-91 7.3039E-B3 1227 e.eeeeE-el a.eoeeE-a1 -8.643eE-02
Hl99 0.eeB0E-e1 a.eaeOE-91 1.5977E-e2 1228 e.eeaeE-a1 a.aeaaE-91 1.e484E-al
1Hl0 0.00eBE-81 a.BooaE-91 -7.7694E-B3 1"?q 9.00e9E-81 0.eaeaE-9t 1. 469SE-81--~
1101 a.eaeBE-81 e.eea8E-91 -2.3281E-82 1230 a.aaoaE-al a.eeaeE-9t -2.8911E-e3
IHl2 a.eeeaE-91 a.aaBBE-at -6.6953E-93 .. ~-" a.a00aE-al a.eBBeE-9t 3.8a41E-e3i'::":;.i.
1Hl3 e.eeeaE-Bl a.B88eE-al 1.t412E-82 1?-''' 9.aeaaE-al e.geeaE-a1 1.3756E-el......w~
IHl4 a.aaeeE-al 9.BBaaE-9t 3.9196E-B2 1233 0.e90BE-91 9.eeaeE-91 1.0865E-01
1105 a.aeeeE-a1 B.aaaaE-91 -8.5212E-03 1234 a.aeeaE-al a.aeaaE-al 1.4699E-81
1Hl6 e.aeeeE-al a.aaaeE-al -6.6496E-82 p~<> e.aeeaE-el a.aeBaE-el -3.4998E-03_oJv
1197 0.090BE-B1 e.0000E-91 5.3258E-03 ~..., .... ~ a.eeeaE-01 a.ae0eE-B1 5.66B5E-02l,-~t>
1108 B.ee9BE-01 a.eaaaE-9t 3.53a2E-a2 1':'-:'":' a.eaaaE-01 a.aeeaE-a1 1.1869E-al... "'-"1
l1a9 a.BeeaE-al a.aeeaE-at 6.9387E-a2 1238 e.eoeaE-a1 a.aaeeE-a1 1.514eE-81
1110 a.aeeeE-at a.aaaBE-91 -8.5212E-a3 1239 e.eeaaE-al a.aBaaE-at 1.5125E-a1
1111 a.aBaaE-Bl a.BaeBE-at -t.a347E-B2 Hl64 a.aeeaE-Bl a.aeeeE-at t.B6e6E-a1
1112 e.oaoaE-a1 a.aaaBE-81 1.6586E-a2 1067 a.BBeaE-al a.BeaBE-B1 3.3476E-a2
1113 e.eeaBE-e1 a.eaaBE-91 4.t84SE-e2 H17a e.aa9BE-81 e.aBaeE-9t -2;4499E-B2
1114 a.aeeaE-81 0.BeBBE-al 8.3a82E-B2 1138 0.0900E-al a.eaBaE-a1 -2.5259E-a2
1115 e.eaeeE-91 a.Ba0eE-at -9.7386E-a3 1134 a.aeeeE-al a.aeeBE-at -2.0694E-02
1116 a.0eeaE-al a.BoeaE-al -2.7e85E-a2 1138 a.BaeeE-at 9.0aaeE-91 -2.5868E-a3
1117 0.BaeeE-B1 a.aaaeE-81 7.a3aaE-a2 1142 a.BaaaE-al a.aaeaE-81 1. 2934E-02
1118 a .a~10eE-~U B.eae9E-Bl 3.3628E-a2 1146 B.BBeaE-Bl a.BeeaE-91 2.2673E-e2
1119 a.aaeaE-a1 a.saaBE-a1 1.a362E-al 124e a.seaaE-a1 a.aeeeE-al 1.2341E-S1
1120 s.BeaaE-a1 a.aeaeE-al -5.4779E-93 1241 0.aeaeE-a1 a.9aeeE-a1 8.5212E-a2
1121 a.aeeaE-al a.eaaaE-al 4.6106E-a2 1242 a.saeaE-at e.aaeaE-a1 5. 1432E-B2
1122 a.30aSE-a1 B.aa00E-91 6.ge83E-82 1243 a.aaOOE-el 9.9BaeE-a1 9.7336E-03








.. PORT SUE PAtELS 1P & 2P





















.. POrT SI[£ PAt£LS lP & 2P
"1881Z+ COKP.F- 137.e09 HZ ( I.e. '.0. 9.a. lSe.e>aUIEW
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MODE SHAPE 6:10B12+ REAL, FREQ =







































leal 8.seaSE-al a.aaaeE-at 1.3963E-81
122B B.BeBBE-at a.BaOOE-8t -6.5B53E-e4
122t a.BeeBE-Bl B.8S0eE-81 -5.76a1E-B2
1222 a.BeeeE-al 9.8000E-81 t.4844E-B1
1223· B.eeBaE-a1 a.aSBBE-81 7.B789E-92
t224 9.aeeaE-8t a.BeeeE-at t.4158E-B1
t225 B.aeeBE-Bt a.eaeBE-at -t.2715E-93
1226 a.eeeSE-at a.BesaE-at t.7e62E-az
t227 O.BeaBE-at a.BaaaE-at 5.5e29E-B2
1228 a.eeBSE-a1 a.aeeBE-a1 8.7999E-02
1229 B.BeaBE-Bt a.8BB8E-a1 1.2475E-91
123e e.BeeeE-Bl a.eSB8E-al 5.3225E-B4
123t B.BeaaE-al a.aBBBE-8t 2.6583E-B2
1232 a.aaaaE-at a.BBBBE-Bt 7.5195E-82
1233 a.aeeaE-8t 0.BaeeE-at t.9154E-el
1234 a.aaeaE-el a.aeeeE-9t t.t393E-at
1235 a.BeBeE-al a.aaBBE-a1 5.B564E-B3
1236 B.asaBE-e1 a.eeaOE-at 5.7B69E-a2
1237 B.BeaeE-at 0.eaaBE-at 1.1112E-a1
1238 a.BaeaE-B1 a.BseaE-a1 1.2322E-a1
1239 e.BSBeE-el a.BaB9E-at t.t192E-e1
1864 9.BeaeE-S1 a.BBBeE-at 5.7838E-82
1867 a.aaBaE-at 0.BaeBE-a1 -3.9919E-03
la7a a.aeaaE-al 0.aeeeE-9t -s.e8aBE-B2
113a a.aaaaE-at a.aeeaE-a1 -4.6t58E-92
1134 a.aeaaE-St a.aaeeE-Bt -2.2887E-02
1t38 a.BaeaE-91 a.aBeSE-at 3.3295E-a2
1142 a.aeeaE-al a.aeeeE-a1 3.3295E-a2
1146 a.eaaaE-el B.aBBBE-at -1.3779E-B2
124e a.BaeBE-a1 a.eseeE-a1 8.B577E-92
124t 9.BeeeE-a1 0. BeeeE-a1 4.1486E-e2
1242 B.BaeaE-9t a.BsaaE-91 1.20e5E-92
1243 a.soeBE-at B.BaeBE-at -1.7653E-92
1244 9.BeB9E-9t 7.9246E-93 a.aaaeE-Bl
1245 S.eseaE-at -4.9322E-92 a.aaeeE-et
1246 a.BaaBE-et 1.58SBE-B3 a.oeeSE-e1
C'=='~·1=SF';P····'.·---









































.. PUn' SUE IWELS IP , 2P7._a. aIP,F- 146." HZ (
tit POll SUE PAt£LS lP .. 2P
7'S8ISZ+ ~,F. 146.009 HZ (
124
MODE SHAPE 7:18912+ REAL. FREQ =






























































































lael a.eaaeE-a! a.BaeBE-al 2.a2t3E-91
122a a.aaaaE-a1· e~eeaaE-e1 -1.9935E-e3
1221 a.eaeaE-al a.aeaaE-al -4.a51aE-82
1222 a.aaeaE-at a.eeaeE-a1 6.5374E-e2
1223 a.aeaeE-el a.eeeeE-al 8.4469E-a2
1224 a.eaeaE-at a.aaaeE-a! 1.6329E-e1
1225 a.eaaaE-al a.eaaeE-at 1.4276E-e3
1226 a.eeeaE-al a.aaoeE-91 4.7588E-a3
1227 a.aaeaE-a1 a.aeaeE-al 3.8844E-e2
1228 a.aeaeE-e1 a.aaeeE-at 6. 3947E-e2
1229 e.aaaeE-al a.eaaeE-a1 t.a582E-al
1239 a.aaeaE-a1 a.aaeeE-at 2.aS2aE-e3
1231 a.oaeaE-a1 a.aaaaE-a1 1.29a8E-92
1232 a.eaeaE-at a.eaaaE-at 4.2235E-e2
1233 a.aagaE-a! a.aoaaE-a! 5.34t8E-e2
1234 a.aeaaE-at a.eeaeE-a1 7.0966E-B2
1235 a.aaaaE-al a.eaaaE-at 3.S691E-a3
1236 a.eaaaE-el a.eeaaE-al 4.158eE-a2
1237 e.aaaaE-al a.aaaaE-a1 6.58t7E-82
1238 8.aaaaE-a1 a.aaeeE-al 6.2698E-92
1239 a.aaeeE-e1 a.eaaeE-at 4.8778E-B2
1064 a.eaaeE-a1 a.eeeeE-al 9.1a13E-a3
1067 a.aeeSE-al a.eeeBE-at -4.396aE-B2
1079 a,eaeeE-al a.aooeE-el -8.7027E-82
113a a.eeeeE-a1 a.oeeeE-al -2.51e3E-82
1134 a.aaaBE-a1 B.aasaE-a1 -1.6953E-a2
1138 a.BaeaE-a1 a.aaaeE-01 1.38alE-a2
1142 a.aaeaE-a1 a.aeaaE-at 2.2664E-92
1146 a.eaeeE-al a.SBBaE-91 -7.91t5E-a3
124e 9.aeeaE-a1 a.aeaaE-a1 2.1653E-92
1241 9.eea9E-01 a.aeaeE-a! -1.772?E-e2
1242 a.aeeaE-a1 a.seaeE-at -3.3499E-S2
1243 a.aeeOE-al a.aaaaE-a1 -4.73seE-e2
1244 a.aeeaE-at 2.7542E-92 a.aoaeE-e1
1245 a.aOOBE-at -2.a19SE-BI a.aaaeE-Bl










































~ ~T SIDE PAHELS IP & 2P
8'leelZ+ COttP,F- 1~7.099 HZ (













~ Pan' SIIE P~S lP .. 2P


















~ PORT SIDE ~s lP .. 2P














,. PORT SIDE PAf£l.S lP .. 2P










tit PORT SIDE PAHE1.S lP .. 2P
18'leelZ+ COf1P, F- 166.eae HZ ( 1.8. 1.0. -1.0.
130
HR ~T SIDE PJ:WELS lP .. 2P
11110812+ aJIl.F- 172.009 HZ (
I'R ~T SIDE PANELS lP .. 2P












































MODE SHAPE 11:10B12+ REAL, FREQ = 172.eee HZ
MR PORT SIDE PANELS 1P 3. 2P
MODE SHAPE
LOC X COEFF Y COEFF Z COEFF
lage a.BeeBE-Bl a.aaeBE-al -4.6781E-e3 leal B.300GE-'31 a.BeeeE-el 3.062SE-91
Hl91 a.aeeaE-al a.aaaeE-Bl -1.4595E-al 122a e.aaaaE-at a.eaeeE-al 5.9836E-a4
Hl92 e.BBeBE-el a.BBeeE-al -3.9736E-Bt 1221 a.BBeaE-BI a.eBaBE-al -3.2616E-al
HJ93 a.BeeaE-al a.aeeeE-al -1.7766E-el 1222 a.BBeeE-al a.oeaeE-al 2.9978E-el
Hl94 a.BBeaE-al e.aeeaE-al 3.5412E-e2 1223 e.BaeaE-al a.eeaeE-al 1. 3817E-al
H.l95 a.BeeaE-at a.aeeaE-at 1.7624E-e2 1224 B.aeeaE-at a.BeaeE-a1 1.7ea4E-al
Hl96 a.BeBaE-al a.eaeSE-a1 -4.962aE-al 1225 a.BeeaE-al a.BaeaE-al -5.4396E-a4
IB97 a.BBBaE-al a.eeaeE-al -1.7824E aa 1226 a.oaeBE-el B.BaeeE-al -1.8a6aE-B2
HJ98 e.oeeaE-al a.aaaeE-al 1.2451E-el 1227 a.eeaaE-el a.eaaeE-a1 -S.4396E-0S
1099 e.eBeaE-al a.aeeBE-al 1.2S17E-al 1228 a.BeaaE-al a.BeeeE-al 4.e253E-B3
IHHJ e.aoeeE-el a.BBeeE-al 6. 6363E-a3 1229 a.aaBaE-a1 a.aaaBE-a1 2.S022E-tlZ
I1Bl a.aeBBE-al a.aaeeE-al -3.a174E-al 123a a.aeeaE-a1 a.eaaeE-Bl 4.a2S3E-B3
IHJ2 e.aeeaE-el a.aeeeE-al -1.5742E-el t231 e.aaeBE-a1 a.aeaeE-al -1.757aE-a2
IHJ3 e.aeeaE-al a.eaaeE-al -2.3a86E-al 1232 a.eeeeE-al a.aeaeE-al -3.sa77E-82
IHJ4 e.BeeeE-al a.eaaaE-al 1.8217E-el 1"-:~ B.30eaE-Bl B.tleeeE-Bl -2.7579E-82.. ~._:..,;
IHIS a.aeaaE-al a.eeaeE-at -3.6446E-a3 1234 fl.BeaBE-a1 a.aBeaE-e1 -S.3a36E-82
1186 B.BeaeE-Bt 9.BeaeE-a1 -1.9311E-9t ...~-C' a.aaaeE-81 8.8BBeE-BI 9.41B6E-B3,i,.';''';'.,J
11B7 a.3eeSE-St a.seaBE-al 8.3433E-Bl .......-~ B.aeaeE-al a.aaeBE-al -1.49BSE-a21~~O
llB8 a.aeeSE-al a.aBaeE-al -3.3932E-al ,,"""-- a.BeeeE-Bt a.aeaBE-Sl -3.4324E-82..:~(
IHJ9 a.aeaSE-al a.eeeeE-al 2.8215E-a1 1238 a.BaaaE-e1 B.aBaeE-al -7.3381E-82
ll1e B.BaaaE-al a.aBeeE-al -S.e589E-a3 1239 a.BeaaE-a1 s.aeBeE-a1 -1.17a8E-e1
1111 a.aBaaE-B1 a.aeeeE-al 4.3S17E-a4 1064 a.BeeaE-a1 a.aBaeE-al -1.8223E-al
1112 a.BBeeE-at a.aeeeE-al 1. 2838E-et le67 B.BaeeE-B1 a.BaaaE-al -2.aS73E-el
1113 B.BeeaE-Bt a.aaaaE-al 1. 491SE-el la7a a.BesaE-Bt a.aaaBE-at -1.878aE-Bt
1114 a.aeaaE-al 9.aaeeE-at 3.B826E-Bt 113e a.aeaeE-Bl a.eaBaE-al 6.3154E-a2
1115 B.BmJeE-91 a.aeeBE-al -6.69a7E-a3 1134 B.BeeSE-Bl 9.aesaE-al t.6a52E-al
1116 e.BaeaE-a1 a.aeeeE-a1 -S.6137E-a2 1138 B.BaeaE-a1 e.aBaBE-al 9.2147E-B2
11t7 e.BeaSE-a1 s.aeaBE-at 2.S637E-Bl 1142 a.aaeaE-al a.aeeaE-al 3.71S3E-B2
1118 e.eaeaE-el a.eaeeE-al .1.7113E-al 1146 B.aaeaE-Bl a.aaBaE-al -3.6772E-e2
1119 a.BaeaE-al a.aeeeE-al 2.938SE-al 124a a.asaBE-e1 a.aeaaE-al -1.9365E-al
112e a.BaaaE-a1 a.aasaE-al 1.4741E-a2 124t a.aBaSE-al a.BaaBE-at -2.134SE-el
1121 a.aeeaE-B1 a.eeeeE-B1 1.1434E-al 1242 B.BBeBE-al a.eaeaE-al -1.7S7aE-el
1122 a.a0a8E-el a.aBeBE-81 2.41S7E-el 1243 a.aeeSE-e1 e.BaBeE-al -8.9telE-e2
1123 a.BeeeE-at 8.aaeeE-8t 2.7378E-al 1244 8.BeeeE-81 1.t69SE-82 8.eae8E-el
1245 a.eooaE-at 6.S439E-82 a.saaaE-a1













tIR PQRT SUE PANELS lP .. 2P









tIR PORT SUE PAHELS lP .. 2P























MODE SHAPE 12:1001Z+ REAL, FREQ = 177.eee HZ
MR PORT SIDE PANELS IP !. 2P
MODE SHAPE
LOC :< COEFF Y COEFF 2 COEFF
Hl9a a.0ae8E-a1 a.Be9aE-81 -1.3649E-82 10tH
1091 e.aeeaE-91 a.aee9E-81 -6.1638E-92 122e
HI92 B.aseaE-91 a.a999E-81 -1.127SE-91 1221
Hl93 a.aae8E-81 a.aaa9E-81 -1.4384E-91 1222
H194 e.0eeeE-91 a.BeeeE-91 -2.7793E-83 1223
Hl95 a.aaeBE-81 8.aaeaE-81 5.3733E-93 1224
Hl96 a.aaa9E-91 8.aaa9E-al -6.1S91E-91 1225
Hl97 a.a8e8E-B1 a.BaaaE-al 2.B237E 9B 1226
1098 9.BeeaE-a1 e.a8aeE-a1 -8.S231E-93 1227
1099 0.aee8E-91 B.BeSSE-a1 8.9475E-B2 122B
110e 8.Be09E-a1 a.aaaSE-91 S.311SE-93 1229
lUll 0.aaeeE-a1 a.aaaaE-91 -9.5483E-a2 1230
1102 e.aaeaE-al a.aBaSE-a1 -1.6243E-91 1"'~'.:.~!
1103 a.aae9E-91 a.eeeaE-81 1. 218SE-82 1232
11e4 9.aseeE-B1 a.BBB9E-a1 1.5379E-al 1233
1105 e.0aeaE-91 a.999aE-91 -1.S623E-a2 1234
1Hl6 a.aeaeE-a1 8.8eeeE-a1 2.4?17E-81 1235
lUI? e.ageaE-a1 8.geaBE-91 -9.e246E-81 ..., ... .-! ..~b
l1a8 e.0aeaE-a1 a.B8BaE-a1 2.9831E-81 1237
IHl9 a.0a€H1E-a1 B.B9BaE-a1 2.B968E-el 1233
l11e a.aeeeE-B1 8.BeBeE-e1 -1.4576E-B2 123:3
1111 a.aaaaE-B1 a.Ba9aE-a1 -1.1593E-a1 Hl64
1112 a.0eeeE-81 8.ee8aE-81 1.3a32E-a1 le67
1113 e.aaaeE-a1 a.eaeeE-a1 1.6669E-at le7e
1114 a.BaeSE-el e.sesaE-e1 2.447SE-al 113a
1115 e.0aaeE-S1 e.saaSE-St 2.1e6tE-az 1134
1116 e.BaaaE-al 9.saaaE-S1 -1.8277E aa 1133
1117 a.a8e8E-a1 a.ase9E-Sl 2.982SE-91 1142
1113 e.aseaE-Sl a.aeeaE-el 1. 7917E-al 1146
1119 a.3flOaE-al a.aaaeE-9t 2. 1752E-S1 124e
1120 a.aeaaE-a1 a.eeeeE-al 1.71B8E-az 124t
1121 a.oaaSE-a1 8.eeaOE-iU 1.58S5E-el 1242
1122 0.eeaeE-al a.BeaeE-Ol 2.B789E-91 1243













































't,, ,I '\~~~- i -X=-;::-,z.-.-.-










tR PtWrr SUE PAHELS lP .. 2P










tR PORT SUE PAHELS lP .. 2P























i1CDE SHAPE 13: HHllZ+ REAL FREQ = 183.se8 HZ
MR PORT SIDE PANELS 1P t 2P
MODE SHAPE
LOC X COEFF Y COEFF Z COEFF
Hl90 0.0009E-91 9.09aeE-a1 7.7a47E-03 HHl1 S.tH300E-01 0.0NHlE-81 1.915aE-S1
HlS1 0.0008E-01 a.eaaeE-al -2.4892E-02 122a 0.aeaaE-at a.aBaSE-at -1.9756E-03
Hl92 a.0089E-a1 9.0aeeE-01 -8.B998E-a3 1221 0.eeeaE-01 a.aaeaE-a1 2. 1580E-01
Hl93 0.0aOOE-01 0.aeeeE-a1 1.3236E-02 1222 9.0099E-01 0.0000E-01 -9.8581E-02
Hl94 0.IHleSE-01 0.eB08E-91 -2.6077E-02 1223 0.Bae0E-S1 e.aoaaE-al 2.8125E-01
HlS5 a.Bea0E-01 e.osaeE-01 1.2775E-S2 1224 0.aaBBE-a1 e.88eOE-01 1.3519E-01
11396 e.asaaE-e1 a.aSOSE-01 -3.4375E-02 1225 e.eoeOE-a1 a.soeSE-01 -3.9511E-04
10S7 s.a0eSE-01 0.0eaeE-a1 -7.3274E-el 1226 e.BaeeE-el e.eeaSE-0t 2.3509E-S2
1098 0.00a0E-01 a.saSSE-0t 4. BI11E-Ol 1227 a.saeSE-01 a.eee8E-91 3.74a4E-82
HlS9 S.BoeaE-Sl a.e8S8E-at 1.9295E-S2 1228 a.seoaE-et 0.08BeE-a1 5.9794E-B2
110a a.3000E-81 a.eoeeE-al 3.895tE-e3 1223 a.aaaaE-et a .·eSBSE-at 5.5645E-e2
llal ;3 .aml8E-81 0.aaaeE-Bl -3.3435E-a2 1223 a.BeeeE-Bl 0.eeaaE-91 6.5852E-a3
1102 3.30e0E-31 a.aeaeE-a1 5.716aE-82 1231 0.000aE-et a.eeeSE-Bt 1. 6792E-02
1103 3.3000E-01 0. tHltHlE-01 2. 3436E-e2 .-""'!-...., e.GeeSE-Bt a.BeaeE-at 2.4365E-82.i.'::'~":'
IHl4 0.30tH3E-Bl a.88aeE-al 9.5486E-e2 1223 a.BaaeE-at B.eesaE-Bt 3.49B2E-B2
IHl5 B.seSSE-at a.eaeOE-at -4.t487E-e3 of .~- .. S.BeaaE-et a.see8E-at t.e8eeE-82.~.,:.~
1106 0.s0eeE-et a.eee0E-9t -1.0373E 0S .. ~-c:: a.aeaeE-et a.00a9E-91 1. 317UE-B3l...:...j...,:
IHl7 a.seaaE-Bt a.eeBOE-at t.8026E ae 12:;6 e.BeaaE-St 0.easeE-Bt 3.7536£-83
IHl8 a.saeSE-et a.eeeeE-at 2.6558E-8t ,,""'-.., a.BeeBE-Bt B.eeeeE-at 6.65t1£-83l.':::"')(
IHl9 S.BeeeE-al a.eeeSE-at t.5179E-e1 '~~3 s.eaeSE-St a.aeeSE-9t -5.9267E-83~~.j
IlHI a.BBeBE-e1 a.eeeeE-at -3.2268E-03 1239 e.seaaE-S1 0.eeeSE-Bt -2.9238E-02
1111 e.BBaBE-Bl a.saeeE-al -1.t5t8E-el le64 a.eeeBE-a1 B.aeeBE-9t -3.9643E~a2
1112 e.eBaaE-Bt a.e8eeE-a1 t.29B7E-a1 le67 a.eeeaE-at a.aeaeE-a1 -6.s584E-e2
1113 a.BeaBE-Bt a.esseE-8t t.992eE-Sl Hl7a e.eeaaE-at a.eeeSE-B1 -5.5e52E-e2
1114 S.BaseE-at a.aaaaE-a1 1.893BE-e1 113a s.aBeBE-a1 B.eeaBE-01 1. 4356E-02
1115 8.eaaaE-et a.seeeE-at 2.7395E-B2 1134 e.saaaE-at a.eeeSE-at 4.8731E-e2
1116 a.BaeaE-al a.aeSBE-9t -1.4582E ee 1138 e.seeSE-Bt a.eeeSE-Elt 2.8843E-S2
1117 e.aeaaE-at a.aeaBE-at 2.e888E-91 1142 e.ae00E-91 0.geeaE-at -2.634tE-e4
1118 e.BaaaE-at a.BeaeE-at 2.3042E-91 1146 e.eeaeE-9t B.eaeeE-Elt -9.t535E-S3
1119 a.BaeBE-01 0.a909E-9t 1.8458E-et 124a a.B0eBE-at a.0e99E-al -5.3472E-92
112e s.eegeE-et B.BeaBE-at 2.94t4E-e2 124t e.seaeE-el e.eeeSE-Elt -7.49t8E-a2
1121 B.eeaeE-Bt a. eEWsE-at 1. 4435£-Bl 1242 s.saaeE-at a.eSBaE-at -7.4a84E-e2
4f" .""- 8.8000E-81 El.aaeeE-Bl 2. 1995E-a1 1243 B.aeeeE-al a.aeeeE-at -5.2287E-02.L.ir.~':'
1:23 3.8080E-81 3.0aaeE-81 2. 47a8E-a1 1244 e.aeaaE-at 7.1779E-03 s.seBeE-et
1245 a.eeeaE-31 1.2tl51E-02 a.ceBSE-B1































t1R PORT Sl~ PANElS 1P .. 2P










I'M PORT SlOE PANELS IP .. 2P
1411eetz+ CQ'lP,F- 189.009 HZ ( 1.13, 1.0, -1.1'3, 0.e>=UIEW






































ttR Pt:RT SlOE PAHELS IP S. 2P
1~llee1Z+ COMPIF- 217.099 HZ (
ttR PORT SlOE PAHELS IP Be 2P












fIR PORT SIDE PAtELS IP .. 2P











fIR PORT SIDE PAHELS IP &. 2P
16'18812+ COMP,F- 224.eee HZ ( I.B, I.e. -1.9, e.B>aUIEW
ttR PCRT SUE PAHELS IP .. 2P
17'1881Z+ COHP.F- 234.e09 HZ ( 8.e. 8.e. a.e. lse.9)=UIEW
ttR PQRT SUE PANELS IP .. 2P




































.. PORT SIDE PAHElS IP .. 2P










f'IR PORT SIDE PAHELS IP .. 2P
lS'leelZ+ COt1P,F- 241.009 HZ < 1.0, 1.0, -La, a.B)-VIEW
142
4' \ - - ..= . "'1i~f ~,.; i;-;",,~.
'*1, I,
, I , , I,









HR PORT SUE PANELS lP .. 2P









tIR PORT SIDE PAH£L.S lP .. 2P
















M PORT SI~ PANElS IP So 2P











ttR PORT SI~ PAHELS IP So 2P
28'1881Z+ atIP, F- 269.000 HZ ( 1.8, 1.9, -1.9, a.B)-VIEW
144
.... i ••:r::.~_;=._--:r:.-...,.._
» E » ~\,G( c--r--









HR PORT SI~ PANELS lP .. 2P










HR PORT SIDE PANELS lP .. 2P















tR PORT SIDE PANELS lP So 2P










tR PORT SIDE PAI£LS IP .. 2P















I'tR PORT SI[£ PAHE1.S lP .. 2P









~ PORT SIDE PANELS lP & 2P
















t'R PCRT SIDE PANELS lP .. 2P










tR PORT SIDE PANELS lP .. 2P





~ PORT SIDE PANELS IP 8. 2P

















~ PCRT SIDE PANELS IP So 2P


























~ PORT Sloe: PAHElS lP .. 2P
261 1eelZ+ COttP,F- ~2.eee HZ (
~ PORT SIDE PANELS lP .. 2P














HR PORT SIDE PAHELS lP .. 2P









HR ~T SIDE PANELS lP So 2P























~G:£ SHAPE 22;1~01Z+ REAL, FREQ = 196.000 HZ
~R PORT SIDE PANELS 1P &2P
MODE SHAPE
LOC X COEFF Y COEFF Z COEFF
HISO a.BaeaE-BI B.BeaBE-a! -1. a798E-a2 lBtll 3.0000E-i31 0.0tHHJE-81 4.2636E-BI
la91 a.aaaaE-a! a.aeeaE-a! 2. 1986E-B2 1220 3.3300E-fll 0.aaaaE-d! -8.1e74E-B3
Hl92 a.eeeeE-B! a.BeeeE-a! -9.2333E-a2 1221 a.aaaaE-a! a.eBeBE-a! 7.8564E-BI
Hl93 e.BseSE-B! e.seeeE-al -1.le92E-9l 1222 a.BeeaE-BI a.aaeeE~a! -3.47l7E-el
1a94 a.aaeaE-Bl a.aaaaE-al -1.a559E-BI 1223 e.aeeaE-al e.eBeaE-91 6.9922E-al
Hl95 e.aaaeE-a! e.aaBeE-a! -3.4943E-e2 1224 e.eoeeE-{H e.aeBeE-al 3.S6a9E-al
Hl96 a.aoeBE-al 9.eeeaE-a! 1.e846E aa 1225 a.aeeeE-BI a.aeBaE-e! 7.3639E-a3
la97 e.eeaeE-el a.eeSSE-al 4.3546E-a2 1226 a.eeeSE-a! a.aeaeE-a! 6.3939E-e2
Hl9S e.soeeE-al a.eeeeE-a! -1.122!E ee 1227 e.eeeeE-tH a.eaeaE-al 1.2522E-el
1099 e.eemIE-BI a.eeeeE-at 1.3914E-02 i.22S a.aeeSE-S! a.BeeeE-at 2.9824E-St
llae e.eaaeE-BI a.aeeeE-a! -1.3630E-e2 1229 e.eaeeE-e! a.aeeeE-a! 1.9617E-a!
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Frequency Response, Panel 1P
Figure VA.1
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Frequency Response, Panel 1P
Figure V.4.3
Frequency Response, Panel 1P
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Frequency Response, Panel 1P
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Frequency Response, Panel 1P
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Frequency Response, Panel 2P
A2'AERQ COMM PORT SIDE -PANEL. 2P.· 1M?
Figure V.4.8








































V.5 Fuselage Port Side Global Mode Shapes
Each mode shape presented in this section is displayed from four viewing positions,
three plan views and an isometric. The plus extreme deformation position is shown as
a dashed line overlayed on top of the solid line undeformed position. In all cases the
view normal to the fuselage sidewall shows no deformation because data was acquired
normal to the panel only.






























Fuselage Port Side 61 Hz
Figure V.5.2








Fuselage Port Side 94 Hz
Figure V.5.3











































Fuselage Port Side 137 Hz
Figure V .5.5






Fuselage Port Side 146 Hz
Figure V.5.S



















































Fuselage Port Side 161 Hz
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Figure V.5.11





Fuselage Port Side 177 Hz
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Fuselage Port Side 183 Hz
Figure V.5.14























V.6 Port Side Panels
This section contains driving point frequency response functions of port side panels,
acquired via the impact technique. No mode shape data was acquired on these panels,
just the following functions.
































Frequency Response, Panel 3P
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Frequency Response, Panel 5P
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V.7 Starboard Side Panels
This section contains driving point frequency response functions of starboard panels
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Frequency Response, Panel 45
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Frequency Response, Panel 45
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Frequency Response, Panel 7S
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Frequency Response, Panel 7S
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